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Insightful Journeys

Distinguished Lecturers
voyages of discovery cojnbine the pleasure and ease of small-ship cruising tvith the satisfaction of learning
while you travel Sailing with a companionable group of expert study leaders you'll be immersed in the geology, natural
history, archaeology, and culture of the destinations. We travel to the heart of each region we visit, the places that are

Our unique

and identity. Programs take place aboard small,
of camaraderie and a spirit of exploration.

essential to its character

ing a setue

expert Julia Clarke leads this

fossil

expedition

extraordinar}'

ship

and Zodiac

to

new

Peninsula aboard the

the Antarctic

ship

Orion. Via

boats, you'll visit

busy pen-

guin rookeries, encounter whales and

seals,

and witness an ever-changing panorama of
tabular icebergs and snowcapped mountains.

January 29

February

-

11,

2004

With

Malcolm McKenna

Ernest Shackleton. In addition to Antaraica

Elephant Island, where Shackleton's

crew took

refiige;

the remote Falkland Islands;

and spectacular South Georgia.
11,

see

you'll

1

-

11,

2004

TBA

Alan and M.J. Brush team up
with whale expert Pierre Beland on this in-

depth

exploration

of

Newfoundland.

Excursions include Witless Bay Ecological

Terra

Reserve;

Nova

Twillingate Island; Gros

National

Morne

Park;

National

and the ancient Viking settlement
L'Anse Aux Meadows.
June 11 - 19, 2004
Park;

American Museum of Natural History, and
Pierre Beland St. Lawrence National

The Mighty Amazon
Join ornithologists Francois Vmlleumier and

Zodiac boats,

narrow

and

extraordinar)' 2,000-mile

this storied river.

visit

Via ship and

you'll venture into a labyrinth

tributaries, trek

isolated

through the rain

river

villages,

of

forest,

everywhere

encountering the region's remarkable

wildlife.

March 30 - April 17, 2004
April 15 - May 2, 2004
Study Leaders: Francois Vuilleumier
Sweet,

132 East 70th

Street,

Institute

the

Lake

scenic

Ontario,

Whitefish Point Bird Obser\'aton,^ beautiful

Mackinac

Niagara Falls, and
American powwow.

Island,

a tradi-

17 - 25, 2004

Greenland and the
Canadian Arctic

native Inuit people.

July 24 - August 6,2004
Study Leader: Francois Vuilleumier,
American Museum ofNatural History

August 20 - Septetnber 2, 2004
Study Leader: Robert RockweU,
American Museum of Natural History

Journey of Odysseus

Treasures of the Adriatic Sea

Journey into the realm of gods, nymphs, and
monsters on this voyage that traces the epic
architecart
and
extraordinary
Discover the
nire that can be found in the string of travels of Odysseus. Excursions include
unspoiled cities lining the Adriatic. The itin- Troy, where Odysseus' journey began;

Study Leader: Anne-Marie Bouche,

Mycenae, the kingdom of Agamemnon;
Malta, home of Calypso; Sicily; and Ithaca,
the hero's long-sought home.
Octobei- 7 - 21, 2004
Study Leader: Daniel Mendelsohn,

Ihwceton University

Princeton University

erary

includes

Venice,

Split,

Mostar,

Dubrovnik, Kotor, Ravenna, and the unusual

& Paid

at

Experience the abundant wildlife and the
captivating landscapes of the Far North on
this study voyage along the rugged coasts of
Greenland and northern Canada. You'll also
witness the fascinating art and culture of the

ofEcotoxicology

hilltop TruUi villages.

June 26-Jtdy

American Museum ofNatural History

^,^B^-,rt Travel

include

of

Study Leader: Al Dtdia,

American Museum, ofNatural History emeritus

on an

Islands

July

2004

Study Leaders: Alan and M.J. Brush,

journey along

Highlights

tional Native

Study Leader: Makolm McKenrm,

Paul Sweet

heartland.

Thousand

this

American

Nattiralists

an expert on Polar explorer

March

On

of the Great Lakes on

American Museum ofNatural History

you'll visit

-

museum.

all five

fascinating journey through the

The Circumnavigation of
Newfoundland

and the Falklands

February 18

from throughout the

a virtual living

Renaissance periods.
Study Leader:

Explore the natural and geological wonders of

Potts,

Discover

some of the most important remains from
the Greek, Roman, Byzantine, and

Antarctica, South Georgia,

and Trevor

is

unique circumnavigation

this

June

Study Leader: Julia Clarke,

treasures

its

ages, Sicily

American Museum of Natural History

Antarctica with geologist

The Great Lakes

Crossroads of
Mediterranean Civilizations
Sicily:

Antarctica
Penguin

elegant ships, each one ideally suited to foster-

6,

2004
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MASTER STORYTELLER KEN BURNS
takes you on a journey across America.
Acclaimed filmmaker Ken Burns presents his newest film, the lighthearted HORATIO'S DRIVE,

produced with Dayton Duncan, and his masterpiece THE WEST, produced with Stephen Ives, now on DVD.

Tom Hanks is the voice of America's first
road tripper, Horatio Nelson Jackson,
in Horatio's Drive... an adventurous

and sometimes hilarious tale that's

bound to fuel your imagination!

.
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Experience both the exhilarating triumph of

Western expansion and the heart-wrenching
tragedy of Native American displacement
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Desert Secrets
It is

impossible

proacli [to

tlic

sufficient for the

A

week of tramping

for miles

underground and sleeping

in limestone catacombs tunneled

out by

acid

sulfiiric

one's idea

than

in a cavern.

—

.

.

400

700 feet

to

We followed

.

in height;

.

.

and

.

an ap-

not more than jnst

is

there

all

parts perpen-

is little

more

light

half subterranean passage for the space of

this

Charles Leonard Irby and James Mangles, Travels

in

Egypt and

Nnbia, Syria and the Holy Land (London, 1868), quoted in

of happy camping. But

—^photographer
— not

canyon]

nearly two miles, the sides increasing in height as the path continually descended.

not every-

is

aweftil or snblimc than sucli

widtli [of the desert

tlie

passage of two horsemen abreast; the sides are in

varying from

dicular,

any thing more

conceive

to

ancient city]:

A

Petra:

Travellers'

Guide,

by Rosalyn Maqsood

Dave E. Bunnell

everyand cave aficionado is
one. He was thrilled to be among
a small party of cavers allowed to
map an arm of LechuguUla Cave
in southern New Mexico, the

deepest cave in the continental

United States. A few days in, after
dozens of "squeezes" and lengthy

2,300
Once,
path—which you can
above—was

and

in the desert."

growths in the photograph,
measuring several feet across.
This stunning cave is populated

opens

a

spectacular array of microor-

ganisms. For despite the lack of

Hght and nutrients, bacteria have
adapted to LechuguiUa, some by
absorbing metals such as manganese and iron.

MeHm

of Western

versity in

the Last Crusade, Petra

was the

site that

shouted, "hidden treasure

On

October 18 a new exhibition, "Petra: Lost City of Stone,"
the American Museum of Natural History in New York
City. Some 200 objects will be on display through July 6, 2004. The
exhibition then moves to the Cincinnati Art Museum, the co-organizer of the show, and thereafter to several other venues. "Portal to
Petra," our gallery of pictures with text and captions by longtime
Petra scholar Martha Sharp Joukowsky, begins on page 40.

Leslie

Uniand Diana

at

Macomb

how

Tectonic

the bacteria can

forces uplifted the sandstone in

same

carved, and those

Illinois

Northup of the University of
New Mexico in Albuquerque,
are studying

bustUng metropolis carved

its

A number of in-

among them

vestigators,

a

end of the

Broadway already excavated by a longvanished stream. Petra, in what is now southern Jordan, was the
Washington and New York City of the Nabataeans, the capital city
and cultural center of a powerfial nation built on the spice trade.
When Steven Spielberg sought locations for his movie Indiana Jones
into the sandstone cUffs,

stumbled across the area of orange

by

described

cally

at the

along the passage dramati-

stiU visit

rope cUmbs, Bunnell and his team
calcite

town

years ago, the ghost

which

Petra was

forces created the deep, flattened de-

known as the Dead Sea valley.
broad range of disciplines have made it
clear that those geological events directly affected the course of
human history. Between 2 million and 3 million years ago tectonic-

pression, immediately to the west,

Now investigators

from

a

build up calcified assemblages in

plate

caves

Zvi Ben-Avraham and Susan
(page 44), the cHmate was
so gentle and inviting, in
fact, that it lured a rich flora and fauna, including early humans, out
of Africa along the new land route. Stone tools discovered in the
corridor, bearing a striking resemblance to tools unearthed in
Afirica, have been dated to 1.4 million years ago
a date that makes
Petra 's heyday seem as recent as yesterday's newspaper.

—adding

Melim and Northup believe
that bacteria may have helped
form the

icicle-like extensions,

known as "pool fingers," which
downward in Bunnell's picture. "Our working model is that

point

bacterial

slime

is

movements opened

with the Near

to the decor.

replaced

or

a corridor linking northeastern Africa

East. In those days, as

Hough tell the story in "Promised Land"
much milder and wetter than it is today

—

—

—Peter Brown

coated by

calcite," says Melim.
Such work in "extreme" environments is helping redefine where
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Since 1996, caver and photographer Dave E. Bunnell
("The Natural Moment," page 6) has been the editor of NSS
News, the magazine of the National Speleological Society.

His photograph of orange flowstone was made in the western
branch of LechuguiUa Cave, near Carlsbad Caverns in New

Mexico, during
site at

a

mappmg

expedition

at

the

site (see his

Web

www.goodearthgraphics.com/virtcave).

Peter

Martha Sharp Joukowsky

("Portal to Petra," page 40)

appointment

a dual

at

Brown

is

a professor

Mary Beth

University in Providence,

Center for Old World Archaeology and
Art and in the department of anthropology. Since 1992 she
has served as the director of the Brown University Petra
Great Temple Excavations. She is the author of six books and
more than fifty scholarly articles, and has served as president
of the Archaeological Institute of America.
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Brown
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For the past twenty-five years geophysicist Zvi Ben-Avraham ("Promised
Land," page 44) has been investigating the geologic and cultural history of the
director
fault zone around the world's lowest, saltiest lake, the Dead Sea. He is
Israel
and a
in
University
Aviv
at
Tel
Center
Research
Sea
of the Minerva Dead
Africa.
South
Town
in
Cape
of
University
the
at
geoscience
professor of marine
Ben-Avraham is the author or editor of more than 150 scientific papers, as well
with the U.S.
as eight monographs and books. Susan Hough, a seismologist
Geological Survey in Pasadena, CaUfornia,
focuses her research

on

Her
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written with

Sarah L. Zielinski Intern

Brendan Banahan

Maria Volpe Promotion

the earth-

of Natural
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("Sunbathing Seals of Antarctica," page 50)
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LETTERS
War

of

Words about War

R. Brian Ferguson ("The
Birth of War," 7/03-8/03)
has long believed the past

was peaceful and has steadignored the archaeol-

fastly

ogy refuting

What he

myth.

that

fails

to reaUze

have

also fallen

same myth and

prey to the

conse-

quently, the research

he re-

on

itself

Constant Battles:

Vie Myth of the

that,

lies

usefully

my own

is

most archaeologists

that

who want

to be
informed about the
causes and history of warfare should also read newly
formulated sources, such as
Lawrence Keeley's book
War Before Civilization and

History

misreads the

past as subUmely peaceful.
Although he is now wUling

too numerous for
response

—

this

brief

almost every

generaUzation he makes

about

when and why war-

fare began is contradicted
by archaeological facts.
Let one example suffice,

the assertion that warfare

when people settled
down and began farming.

began

Peaceful,

Noble Savage.

My goal in my book
Constant Battles was to syn-

Wrong. The Natufians of
the Near East, stiU as for-

thesize the considerable

agers,

body of information on

in

past warfare

and ecology.

were the
the world to

manent

first

people

live in

—

villages

per-

stone-

The

who

the world's

com-

NeoUthic

followed were

first

—

some warfare

in the

The evidence

is

to acquire greater

Late Archaic for-

(3800-1500
later

abilities

power

marily from their enemies,

but in relation to others

B.C.); rare

semi-agri-

Middle

own society.
am an engi-

within their

Suppose
walls.

agers

the

war enables

I

at

Because

in times

building
I

of war,

will

do well

my behav-

ior will subtly favor a cul-

of war, thereby gaining

ture

me

higher standing in

society
its

and

my

a larger share

warUke people in
group,

we

be warlike. But in

who

a

nearby

ourselves must
a sense,

ecological balance have

Woodland period (1500
B.C.-A.D. 900); and became

fi-om conflict within each

Ferguson continues to beheve the myth that people

been Unked

common

group

essentially

only in the

—Mr.

whelming

that warfare

for millennia.

Warfare in the past

is

pat-

have Hved in ecological bal-

terned and explainable.

ance throughout most of

Most important,

human

was just

history,

sult uses

and

as a re-

an attempt to
own pohticaUy

was in the more recent
Steven A. LeBlanc

past.

Why people
topic,

is

engage in
an important

and archaeology and

Peabody

Museum

of

mately from what
lectively think
issue.

we

about

colthis

Readers of Natural
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farmers

Note too

that during the

War

case

"peaceful"

prehistoric people

from

as

one might expect

a non-archaeologist.

His omissions and errors are

tions, that

ous, or

were

as

many
murder-

more murderous,

that the scarcity
is

Yet

of prehistoric warfare.
I

am

sure that a survey

of burials in the LJnited
States in the twentieth century

would show

mains show no evidence of
even though

modern

the U.S. has

battles.

that the

vast majority of skeletal re-

battle injuries,

for the difference be-

suggests

of evidence

particularly telling in the

than one of the bloodiest

As

main-

Alan Silverman
Stone Ridge, Neiv York

many of the

cases lasting for genera-

poorly

are partners in

taining the dynamic.

R. Brian Ferguson

circumstances, in

discusses

stand to benefit

battle

Cambridge, Massachusetts

prehistoric evidence as

those

of Gettysburg, only 3 or 4
percent of those actively
engaged were killed. Thus,

Harvard University

R. Brian Ferguson

it.

Public poHcy derives ulti-

the

Mr.
Ferguson mentions lived in

Archaeology and Ethnology

ethnology provide essential
information about

among

later Mississippian

three-day Civil
as it

correct interpretations.

warfare

intense and

deadly in the deep past

sal-

again

(900-1450).

warfare

outdated interpre-

tations in

vage his

as

and

of

wealth. True, if there are

past 10,000 years

past

12

War and

not external.

neer skilled

cultural, sedentary

over-

suggest that the underlying

and

during the
to see

I

motive for conflict is internal to societies and cultures,

ful.

among
risk.

University of Illinois at Chicago

farmers,

they, too, were peaceMeanwhile, their contemporaries, the mobile
foragers of the Nile Valley,
were very violent. Similarly,
in the American Midwest,
war deaths were common

no flight

as

and more resources, not pri-

tribal

equally seden-

tary Pre-Pottery

is

and arithmetic.
with making
war, not all of them do so
all of the time.
Laivrence H. Keeley
ogy, logic,

But, just

people with certain

people

My client

are capable

and so on. Yet they were

people.

Honor

humans

all

of understanding archaeol-

preparation for

pared with recent

request low bail, Your

do,

walled houses, house mice,
quite peaceful, at least

"We

tween human capabilities
and what people actually

been at war for
twenty-two out of the past

Bush Admin-

hundred years and has been

that the

invoh'ed in militarized dis-

istration's desire to

on during
most of the years of socalled peace, hideed, most

political

burials in U.S. military

putes off and

warfare are

Fatalities in

fare
is

iii aii

era

rare,

when war-

capability

and

and

resolve,

combat man-

prehistoric

aged to do so with few casualties,

then warfare could

common

have been more

democracy

is

involve group violence
rather than,

the group, the

Columbia University

to tolerate the loss

land invasion began.

New

tiple individuals.

York City

now

accepted by students of in-

R. Brian Ferguson cites a
finding by the anthropolo-

ternational relations,

gist

with

systems

widely

is

that

liberal political

—democracies—

less likely

are

than are

Raymond

C. Kelly that

hunter-gatherers
cial

whose

so-

organization only

loosely extends

beyond

other political systems to

family are waiiess, whereas

engage each other through

war

combat.

among

If the first inklings

of civilization led to warfare, it

may

be, paradoxi-

most sophis-

is

more common
those with larger

and more defined groupsuch as clans. But simple numbers might explain
ings,

clearly

why

I

have so

rhetoric that relentlessly

bombards us: (1) "My view
is that in most cases
the
decision to wage war in.

cal self-interest

who

promise of less war in the

Larger numbers increase

cision." (2)

the chances that a griev-

cating

ance could spark

in

who

those

actually

the decision."
clear

how

It is

make

This rumination

germane both

is

to the cradle

of civilization, and to war-

and

a conflict,

that the conflict

would

actually

is

plicable values."

not

relatively recent, so

causes.

its

But

surely the pursuit of practical self-interest

recent

human

is

not

a

innovation.

In any case, wars are
episodic, with beginnings

and ends. Like

a light

switch, a cause of \var

must be switched on and
then switched off as the
conflict proceeds. Yet if

wars are precipitated by
ethnic hatred, scarcity, or
the fact that leaders gain

from them,

how
we

it is

unclear

—

they can end

unless

are also prepared to be-

Heve that Serbs stopped
fighting

the de-

war always define

that war is an innovation
of human prehistory. If

too must be

by those

make

it

terms of the highest ap-

squares with his argument

war

.

"Those advo-

observation

this

.

volves the pursuit of practi-

type of social organization.

future.

much

trouble believing the

yet developed can offer the

by

R.

sentences that express

that difference better than

practical self-interest

York

My heartfelt thanks to

ticated political structures

involves the pursuit of

it is

of mul-

Brian Ferguson for three

cally,

wage war

able

New

Williston Park,

dence suggests.
Mr. Ferguson writes that

that the

less

Ken Morgan

remarkable finding

than the archaeological evi-

"the decision to

murder.

say,

Erik Gartzkc

much
if

East,

Gulf War was satisfied only
hundred hours after the

states

test relative

the contemporary

Middle

Furthermore, the smaller

about warfare,

a

ubiquitous. If warfare

is

intended to

power from the

fare: in

in short supply.

One

death by natural causes.

even

gain

a

cemeteries in recent

decades would indicate

first

Muslims because

they stopped hating, that

peace came to East Timor
because Indonesia became
richer in the late 1990s, or
The Ultimate
Driving Machine*

And

(3)

"Those who start wars usually seem to believe in the
righteousness of their chosen course."
I

agree emphatically, but

velop.

few myself. But
having "been there, done
that" with ecological an-

cally discusses pre-agricul-

common

tural people who made war
and agriculturahsts who did
not. Some of the details
Mr. Keeley mentions, such

war
Uke

ofi'ered a

more than

thropologists

a

rationalizing our choices

dozen years ago, I am
aware of the limitations of

confirms his ending state-

these kinds of explanations.

unhappily, that our

ment:
that

"It

is

skill at

that capability

makes human beings

such a dangerous species."

McGee

LaVerne C.

By

aU means, interested

as

the sequences in Eastern

North America,

I

could

Before Civilization

it,

Constant

When

Battles.

they

at

partly sedentary foragers

NUe VaUey

I

do not

a Hght.

agree that

I

wars end needs

more

Where

REPLIES: In spite of Steven

of

(Site 117, in

but

I

started

them
I

are

also

somehow

am

inter-

even encouraged, by

ested,

25

written about prehistoric
warfare.

As

early as

my

twenty

how

my

the authors attack a posi-

potlatch was, in part, a re-

tion without providing any

Pre-Pottery Neolithic

sponse to a pattern of

specific citation

Pacific

argued that the

I

Northwest Coast

deadly warfare, which
serted

went back

as-

I

at least

3,000 years. For another
instance, in a

in

Scientific

1992

article

American

I

sharp eye out for

that

someone

often

showing

has actually

taken that position.

Readers would also do weU
to note how few archaeological cases (as opposed to

wrote: "Even in the ab-

ethnographic

sence of any

thors actually describe in

archaeol-

state,

cases) the

au-

Sudan, in

article)

within war-making socibut not to the exclu-

sion of external incentives.

historic record.

LeBlanc's crucial discussion

trauma, one cannot

of the European site Dolni
Vestonice, I am prepared to

pare tribal war to

written suggests that pre-

argue, bears almost

Uved in
some Eden-Hke idyU of

semblance to the actual

war without quaUfications.
Here 1 am in line with Mr.
Keeley in War Before

findings there.

Civilization. In tribal

natural conservation, the

myth

that

Mr. LeBlanc

tacks.

He

appears to think

that

is

at-

the only alternative

to warfare over food resources.

But

a variet\'

—

of

re-

Lawrence H. Keeley
maintains that just about

everything I say is wrong,
but the one example he
bothers to cite is itself misguided: that

I

claim there

Erik Gartzke

are

C. Kelly's find-

which Mr. Morgan
mentions, I would note

Silverman that motives for
conflict should be sought
eties,

Ken

numbers
important. As for
that

Raymond

sometimes going back
thousands of years."
Nothing I have ever

no

agree with

Morgan

ings,

sedentary village peoples,

Even Mr.

topic.

4,000 years earlier.
I agree with Alan

support of their sweeping
conclusions about the pre-

I

people, but Hved 2,000 to

ogy provides unmistakable
evidence of war among

historic people

raises sev-

On

eral interesting points.

the paucity of skeletal

commodern

com-

mobihzation can exceed 40 percent of adult

bat,

mere

males, batdes that are

of resolve rather than
an effort to kill are rare, and
combat death not infretests

more

that Kelly does not address

what makes formal groupings such as clans and Uncages emerge. There is a
good deal of support for
the idea that

among

the

behind the emergence of clans are growing
populations and the consequent competition for resources. It could be, as Mr.

forces

Morgan

suggests, that small

hunting bands place

a

higher value on individual
Uves,

making war seem

of an option.

Some

less

investi-

gators have also stressed
that for small, scattered

groups of big-game
hunters, the logic of self-

works

against terri-

quently accounts for

expectancy, high inlant

was no war before people
"setded down and began
farming." I make no such

mortaUty, migration

claim. Agriculture

graveyard populations if

and encourages ramifying networks of
information exchange and

such figures appUed to

movement.

other processes

crashes in

the food supply, low

life

—keep

populations from over-

ated with

whelming

velopments

their available

resources. Isn't that the

of Hfe on Earth?

I

way

am

hardly against ecological

14

percent of adult male deaths.
were
not contemporary with the

years ago

More

—

combat may account for more than

A. LeBlanc's suggestion to
the contrary, I have often

on

findings in the Hterature

democracy may put a brake
on the unbridled power of
though as the past
leaders
year shows, not always. But
that issue was far beyond

warfare exists,

tribal

much

doubt
that many of them end bestudy,

"democratic peace."

R. Brian Ferguson

see

switched off and on

as

reversed.

the violent, at least

the

10,000 years.

how

war became

only in the past

cause the conditions that

not include because space

readers should read

War
and

interest lead to

specifi-

was Umited. While we're

do, they should keep a

Anderson, South Carolina

My article

explanations of war, having
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a

associ-

variety of de-

over time,

that,

make war more
it is

is

likely,

but

than 25 percent of adult

male deaths. Imagine our
us.

beUeve humans
have always pursued practiYes,

interest

torial conflict

I
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neither necessary nor

cal self-interest.

But the

address

war

conditions that

make

historymag.com

sufilcient for

to de-

self-
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A

functions of this historical timepiece.

that possible?
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We
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fine antiques, paintings of the old masters

did the economy. As

we

researched 1920's

we found
now highOne leading

chronographs from Switzerland,
that these
ly

mechanical marvels are

prized by todays collectors.

movement of
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we

come
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SAMPLINGS

By Stephan Reebs

Serious Gravity
if

the Earth were a uniform orb both inside

and

out,

weight

its

—would

But our planet

gravity

— and

thus

your

be the same everywhere.
is

flattened at the Poles;

it

has deep seafloor trenches and towering

mountain ranges; the density of the rock
underfoot

is

far

from uniform; and gradual

processes such as the melting of polar ice

and the flow of rock

in

the mantle redis-

its

mass. That makes Earth's gravity

field vary

from place to place (and even

tribute

from time to time): you'd weigh
Burning ground

in r.c~r,arr,

more
sion

Sahara, warned off by legends of diabolical

dug an eight-foot-deep trench into the
leading edge of a smoking, migrating

fumes and flames, have avoided camping

heat front.

What they found

lava but a

layer of smoldering peat

For centuries the nomadic Tuaregs of the

the dry lake beds around Timbuktu,

Some

Mali.

geologists noted similarities

between the

lakes'

steaming cracks and

—and

the fumaroles of volcano craters

wondered
there.
tive

magma

if

might be brewing

Problem was. West Africa has no ac-

volcanoes and

is

tectonically stable.

Henrik Svensen, a geologist at the University

of Oslo

Norway, and several

in

col-

result of microbial

organic residue

a direct approach: they

wasn't fiery

—

^the

decomposition of the

left in

a lake has dried out.

the sediment

when

The decomposition

Tokyo than you do

in Tulsa.

—the

Gravity Recovery and Climate

Experiment (GRACE)

—

is

now

bringing un-

precedented precision to the measure-

ment and mapping of Earth's gravity field.
Since March 2002, two identical satellites
have been following the same orbit around
the globe, some 130 miles apart, and
when they encounter minute variations in

generates so much heat that the buried

peat self-ignites, roasting the ground

above

it

to temperatures as high as 1,400

degrees Fahrenheit. ("Subsurface combustion

in

Mali: Refutation of the active

volcanism hypothesis

leagues went to investigate.

The team took

in

A joint five-year U.S.-German space mis-

Hot Rocks

in

slightly

'..'.a,.

Geo/ogy 31:581-84,

in

West

Africa,"

July 2003)

Reading the Leaves
When

soil is

put a

lot

poor

in

phosphorus, plants

eat.

vated when plants are starved of phos-

phorus but not when they're stressed

lot

of fer-

But excess phosphorus leaches

out and eventually triggers blooms of
algae that choke lakes and

cheap

sides,

tury.

Wouldn't

it

could know, just

when

it

rivers;

natural sources of

be exhausted

rus will

needs a

in less

be-

phospho-

than a cen-

be great if a farmer
by looking at a plant,

hit of

the stuff?

Biotechnology to the rescue. John

Hammond
ternational

and

his

that a

gets acti-

growing hairy

effort into

are high, farmers tend to use a
tilizer.

SQD^

do into growing the parts
So, to make sure crop yields

more

roots than they

people

a role in such signaling.

of Horticulture Research
in

P.

In-

Warwickshire, England,

colleagues have pointed out

gene known as SC1D^ could play

by other problems. Moreover, that

sponse takes place before the

plant's

growth has been compromised by
cline in

re-

a

de-

By welding SCtDI to another gene
leaves

a

— Hammond

substance visible

and

his

created a plant that signals

By checking

its

its

ation can
in

dam

needs.

hungry for phosphorus. ("Changes

in

Arabidopsis shoots

during phosphate starvation and the po-

developing smart plants," Plant

Physiology

1

within a tenth of

32:578-96, June 2003)

NASA

a hair's breadth, geophysicists at

owm

is

tential for

Because that fluctu-

and the German Aerospace Center

leaves regularly, a farmer

in

fluctuates.

be measured to

team have

could see at once whether the plant

gene expression

the strength of the gravity, the distance be-

tween them

phosphorus.

one that makes

Model shows how gravity varies slightly
around the Earth. Blue "valleys" represent
relatively weak gravity fields, and red "peaks"
relatively strong ones. The valleys and peaks
are exaggerated for clarity.

can

now map changes

in

exquisite accuracy.

Why

should anyone trouble to measure

the global gravity field? The average field
ultimately reveals a lot
lation

about ocean

and the structure of the

^TUR.^L HISTORY October 2003

circu-

seafloor; the

fluctuations provide early signs of shifts

in

weather patterns and long-term climate
change, (v^rww.csr.utexas.edu/grace)
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ple
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Irish.
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Experiment of the Month
Question:

How did the dung

dung beetle any space here; many other animals do that. But
when Marie Dacke, a biologist at Lund University in Sweden,

beetle cross the road? Answer: By

moonlight.
This past

animal

March

this

column noted the

and several colleagues shielded the

evidence of an

first-ever

—the elephant hawkmoth —seeing color by

Now an-

night.

ties' direct

dung beetle

a

finds a pile of fresh manure,

and

choicest, least-fibrous bits

them

or
its

days to

for

developing young. Rolling the

and

the

efficiently as

it

in

—

a straight line

On moonless
all

it

ght of the

Moon

the

If

filter

same

Moon would

over moving

filter

moving
if

the

in

filter

was rotated ninety degrees, the beetles,

zigzags

the

than by

was aligned along

straight line. But

too, suddenly veered off at right

angles: an elegant demonstration of

an amazing visual

by

itself

— rather

itself?

mission, the beetles kept

the

over the place.

Orienting

A

nights, though,

— ex-

the sky's dominant axis of light trans-

as

out.

is

Could

scattered by minute particles

is

beetles.

can (so that

Moon

the

if

from the bee-

a straight line.

To test the idea, the biologists

wasted), the nocturnal beetle heads off
in

in

placed a polarizing

won't be stolen and the work

ball

Moon

rising

moved

the atmosphere

the

ball

away from the raw dung heap
quickly

tremely feeble illumination that

crafts

come

own dinner

selects the

supply

into a large ball that will

serve as both shelter and food for

its

it

still

the beetles have been navigating by polarized moonlight

other insect has joined the ranks of the perceptually advantaged.

When

view, the insects

direct

African

not win the

its

dung

(Scarabaeus zambesianus) roHs

faeet/e

entation

ability.

polarized

to

Nature 424:33, July

dinner home.

3,

("Insect ori-

moonlight,"

2003)

Matter of Taste

Every slab of cheese
nity

of organisms,

is

commumany
character may

an entire

and, as with

human communities,

less species of
ally

Staphylococcus, the usu-

unwelcome

intestinal

microorganism

Stilton
tal

cheese," Applied and Environmen-

Microbiology 69:3540-48, June 2003)

license by only six

and several speThe investigators
aren't certain whether they arrive on

one of

the scene by sun,/iving the milk pasteuri-

the Aquarium and

those cheeses whose strong aroma and

zation process or by being introduced

versity Press).

its

not be appreciated by everyone. Take

Made under

Stilton.

dairies

the English Midlands,

in

some

intense flavor

it's

and
makes

find delightful

others find repellent. But just what

a Stilton a Stilton? Danilo Ercolini, a mi-

crobiologist at Federico

Naples,

Italy,

University

aimed to

and

of

his

II

University

in

colleagues at the

Nottingham

in

England

Enterococcus

Using the latest techniques of

DNA

equipment

through

and salami,

as yogurt

they

control

development of

flavor,

in

known, but

their

presence

or absence,

may

help ex-

also

cheese

—the blue veins (caused by pierc-

ing the ripening curd with needles to

aerate

it),

the creamy ivory core, and the

natural crust

— vary

in

acidity

and oxygen

content and harbor different kinds of
bacteria.

unexpected microworth noting: two harm-

Several

inhabitants are

the Wild (Cornell Uni-

in

roles

They

Brunswick,

the

yeast and the essential Penicillium mold,
taste.

in

New

Fish Behavior in

in

the panoply of bacteria that, along with

complex

in

Canada, and the author of

fermented products, such

and texture. Their

its

a professor of biology at

Moncton

the interlopers can

All

serve as starter cultures

color,

discovered that distinct regions of the

is

the University of

or

analysis, the microbiologists identified

give Stilton

Stephan Reebs

other sources.

which

find out.

faecalis,

cies of Lactobacillus.

plain

why

Stilton

different batches

of the cheese

same

are un-

made

at the

dairy can have highly

different characteristics.

Can

custom-inoculated

cheeses be
("Bacterial
structure

far

behind?

community

and location

in

Stilton,

anyone?
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UNIVERSE

Let There
Some 380,000
and

lifted

Be

Lisht

years after the big bang, the universal fog

the cosmic background radiation

was

set free.

By Neil deGrasse Tyson

the beginning of ever^'thing,

Inwhen the universe was

just a frac-

tion of a second old, a ferocious
trillion

degrees hot, and glowing with

an unimaginable brilliance, its main
agenda was expansion. With every

over from a dazzling, sizzling

early universe.

of photons

—

ergy, always

Hght,

which

a ubiquitous bath

It's

temperature of the universe is
J'^'he
_ direcdy related to the size of the

massless vehicles of en-

universe.

moving

universe grows to twice

act as

at

the speed of

much Hke

waves

as

a physical thing.

It's

size, all its free-traveling

If the

original

its

photons lose

A

they do like particles. As the cosmos

half their original energy.

universe forces a photon's wavelength

cohabited in a kind of thick soup, in

continued to cool, photons that had
been born in the visible part of the
spectrum lost energy to the expanding universe and eventually shd down

which speedy

the spectrum,

passing
ger.

moment

But

And

it

also

the universe got big-

got cooler and dimmer.

for millennia, matter

and energy

electrons continually

photons of Hght to and fro.
Back then, if your mission had

scattered

been

to see across the universe,

couldn't have.

Any photons

—

young

birthday,

its

below 3,000

its

380,000th

temperature

dropped
began

degrees. Electrons

to slow down enough to be captured
by protons, thus bringing atoms into
the world. With fewer unattached
electi-ons to gum up the works, the
photons could fmally race around
without bumping into anything.
That's \vhen the universe became
transparent, the fog lifted, and a cosmic
background of visible light was set free.
That cosmic background persists
to this day the remnant of the hght

NATURAL HISTORY
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to get longer, stretching along with the
spandexUke fabric of space and rime.
A photon's wavelength is simply the

into infrared

separation between one wave crest

and the next a distance you could
measure if you had a small enough
ruler. Because all photons move at the
same speed, the shorter their wavelengths the more wave crests have to
pass a given point in a given interval of
rime. Those are the higher-frequency

in

size,

they became cooler, that

is.

you

—

universe reached

morphing

growing

photons. As their wavelengths grew

entering

your eye would, just nanoseconds or
picoseconds earher, have bounced off
electrons right in front of your face.
You would have seen only a glowing
fog in all directions, and your entire
surroundings luminous,
translucent, reddish white in color
would
have been nearly as bright as the surface of the Sun.
Evenmally, right around the time the

18

left

Some of the

static

you hear on a walkietalkie

comes from

the microtimve remnants

of the early universe.

—

photons.

And

a direct

measure of

—

CMB

the

universe

has

expanded

and

cooled even more, astrophysicists will
be writing about the cosmic radio
wave background.

energy.

is

That

—

the

When
but they never stopped
being photons.
Today, some 13.7 biUion years after
the beginning, the photons that make
up the cosmic background have
cooled fiirther still, shiftmg down the
spectrum to become microwaves.
That's how they got their modern
moniker: "cosmic microwave background," or
for short. A hundred billion years from now, when

its

makes sense, too: the higher its frequency that is, the faster it wiggles

less energetic,

a photon's frequency

heated,

it

more energy

it

carries.

an object glows from being
emits radiation in

all

parts

of

But that radiation al\vays peaks somewhere. The peak energy output of ordinary household
the spectrum.

lightbulbs

lies

in the infrared part

of

which people detect as
warmth on the skin. But of course
the spectrum,

lightbulbs also emit plenty of visible

we wouldn't be buying them.
The peak output of the cosmic

hght, or

background has

a

wavelength

ot

about a miUimeter, which is smackdab in the microwave part ot the
spectrum. The static you hear on a
walkie-talkie comes from an ambient

bath of microwaves, a few percent of

nuclei were laid bare and

which are from the CMB. (The rest
of the noise comes from the Sun, cell
phones, police radar guns, and so on.)

roamed

Under

free.

CMB

was
the UkrainianGeorge Gamow

*he existence of the

I

predicted by
born U.S. physicist
and his colleagues in the 1940s, culminating in a 1948 paper that extrapolated the known laws of physics into
the early universe. The foundation of
those ideas came from the 1927 work
of Georges Edouard Lemaitre, a Belgian astronomer and Jesuit priest who
is generally recognized as the father of
big bang cosmology. But it was two
U.S. physicists, Ralph A. Alpher and
-

Hiroshi Sugito,

The

Drive,

is

a

relatively

simple argument, one that I've already made. The fabric of space-time

was smaller yesterday than it is today,
and if it was smaller, basic physics requires it to have been hotter. So the
physicists turned back the clock and
imagined an epoch when the universe was so hot that all its atoms were
completely ionized when all atomic

—

as

The

they do today.

photons' free ride today would have
required that the cosmos get cooler

cool enough for the

combine with atomic
atoms and allowing

electrons

nuclei,

forming

light to

without obstruction.
Although it was Gamow

to

move

who

sug-

within

a factor

complishment

of 2 was

—

a

rather

remarkable acpredicting

like

that a flying saucer 50 feet in width
would land on the White House lawn
and then watching one 27 feet in width
actually show up.

When Gamow, Alpher, and Herman made their predictions, physicists
were still undecided about the beginning of the universe. In 1948, the same
year Alpher and Herman's paper appeared, a

rival,

"steady state" theory of

gested that the universe was once hot-

the universe was proposed in

and that you could know the
physics of the early universe, it was
Alpher and Herman who calculated its

pers pubHshed in England, one by the

temperature: five degrees Kelvin

other by the cosmologist Fred Hoyle.

ter,

(five

degrees above absolute zero). Yes, they

mathematician

two pa-

Hermann Bondi and
Thomas Gold, the

the astrophysicist

The

steady state theory required that

2002

Robert C. Herman, both of whom
had worked with Gamow, who estimated what the temperature of the
cosmic background ought to be.
In hindsight, theirs

those conditions,

they hypothesized, photons would
not have sped uninterrupted across
the universe,

'

electrons

all

got

it

wrong

—

the

degrees Kelvin

made an

CMB

—but

is

actually 2.7

together, those

the universe, though expanding, had

always looked the same.

And

because a

extrapolation unlike any

steady state universe could not have

other in the history of science. To take

been any hotter or denser yesterday
than it is today, the Bondi-Gold-Hoyle
scenario maintained, matter was constantly popping into our universe, at
just the right rate to leave the expanding cosmos with a constant average
densit)-. By contrast, big bang theory

guys

some

basic

in the lab,
scale

atomic physics from

and then deduce the

phenomenon

a slab

largest-

ever measured, was

extraordinary. Discussing the feat in his

book Time
J.

Travel in Einstein's Universe.

Richard Gott

III,

an astrophysicist

at

Princeton University, writes:

requires that

tence
Predicting that the radiation existed and

then getting

its

temperature correct to

at

one

all

matter

come

into exis-

instant.

Predicting the

CMB

was

a shot

(Continued on page 70)
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NATURALIST AT LARGE

Something
To earn her spurs as a

Howl About

to

author decided

tropical biologist, the

study a parasite that even her colleagues wanted

to

to avoid.

By Katharine Milton

1974,

In

as

greenhorn to the

a

traveled to

Panama

to

tropics,

I

begin

study of the dietary be-

a

monkeys on
The island was

havior of wild howler

Barro Colorado

Island.

separated from the mainland in 1912,

during

now

forest

of

construction

the

Panama Canal:

the

square miles of

sLx

its

serve as a field station

man-

aged by the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute. In

my

exhausting

first

but exciting weeks settUng into
quarters and venturing
into the forest,

I

on

new

my own

noticed that

many

howler monkeys had pecuhar lumps
under their fur, usually around the
neck and throat but sometimes on the

on the back, even
on a cheek or above an eye. The
lumps were large, and they often
made the monkeys appear grotesque.
Infants looked as if they had two heads
chest or stomach,

or a massive goiter;

many

adidts re-

sembled something out of B-movie

Juvenile bowler

Each

larva

monkey

develops

in

is

heavily

burdened with bot

breathing hole. The parasites take a
particularly in
size

fly

larvae

on

its

neck.

a pocket of the monkey's skin, conspicuous for
toll

on

their hosts

and can lead

its

open

to death,

immature or weakened individuals. This juvenile is only half the
it probably weighs between six and eight pounds.

of an adult;

sci-fi.

Curious,

I

asked other biologists

on

in the trade as an

fairly new to the site, but their
answer was immediate: "Bot fly larvae." Bot fly larvae? Eek! I'd never
heard of them, but they sounded

holds

were

prett)'

tobia

well

alarming.

hoiiiitiis,

known

I

the

learned that Derma-

"human" bot

its

fly,

is

to science because of the

diabohcaUy clever way
tor

oifspring.

A

it

finds hosts

female ready to

deposit her eggs seeks out a blood-

sucking insect, generally a

20

—

She grasps the insect known
egg porter and

quito.

the island about the lumps. They, too,
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or mos-

it

—

firmly in flight while she at-

taches rows of her eggs to

domen with

its

ab-

a water-insoluble glue.

She then releases the insect unharmed. Now, though, it is neatly
decorated with twenty-odd bot fly
eggs. There the bot fly embryos grow
quietly until they're ready to hatch.

The

trigger for hatching

from a third animal
egg porter makes

species.
a

comes

When

the

meal from the

blood of a

—

mammal
own

for the insect's

the bot

oped

fly

a

meal required

reproduction

embryos, by

now

devel-

into tiny threadhke larvae, sense

the heat from the

mammal's body and

The larvae burrow direcdy into the mammal's skin,
where they make themselves at home.
Each larva lives in what is known as
a warble, a pocket or chamber that
burst from their eggs.

forms in the

host's skin. In

its

warble,

which has a small breathing hole
open to the air, the larva teeds on a

produced by
There the larva passes
through three more "instars," or developmental stages, growing larger all
the while. At the end of the third in-

A

rich soup of tissue fluids

the

host.

Panama

veterinarian friend in

named Nathan

B. Gale, the director

of the Veterinary Pubhc Health Laboratory, took an interest in the prob-

wounded wild

lem. Sick or

were

animals

was clear that Dermatobia

Other

ick.

mammalian

host, typically a rodent or

In general, they also place

rabbit.

on egg porters but

peated. Because most egg porters are

brought to his
clinic for treatment, and when a
howler monkey arrived one day, he
removed its bot fly larvae, put them in
a preservative, and mailed them to an
entomologist friend at Washington

not picky about whose blood they

sip,

State University in Pullman, the late

passes by, the heat

the larvae of Dermatobia Iwmiiiis can

E. Paul Catts. Catts recognized that

the larvae,

end up on almost any warm-blooded
animal from a squirrel to a monkey

they were larvae of an entirely

from

star,

the larva wriggles out of its warthe ground, and burrows

ble, falls to

Some weeks
emerges from the soil

into the soil to pupate.
later

an adult

fly

to seek a mate,

and the cycle

re-

is

—

name

to (as the

being.

implies) a

human

Double Eek!

My

fellow scientists

on the

island

me

with dramatic tales
of intensely pamful bot fly larvae
growing in inaccessible places, in disregaled

gusting places, in very private places.

According to these battle-scarred veterans, the best way to get rid of a larva
is to plaster a thick piece of bacon on
your skin above the breathing hole ot
a larva's warble. In

bot

fly

occasionally

ent species, Alouattamyia

howler-monkey bot

diflJer-

baeri,

That

fly.

the

\vas a

out of

into the bacon.

flicted

with the larvae was that the

bot

is

fly

host-specific.

Catts had written an extensive re-

view describing the members of
Cuterebridae, the New World family
to which both Dermatobia and Alouat-

From

tamyia belong.

Catts 's review

it

their eggs

and attach themselves

to the animal's whiskers or fur.

In most cases the larvae enter the

body not by burrowing

directly

by passing through
the nostrils, eyes, or mouth. Larvae
then spend several days migrating
through internal organs and tissues,

coming to rest at a preferred
on the host's body. The neck region is the most frequent target for
the howler-monkey bot fly larva, but

finally
site

it settles,

opens

it

a breath-

itself in

its

a process that takes

or seven weeks.

six

Sotamyia

off

— capuchins,
—were

spider

cided

Dermatobia larva on Barro Colorado
their exciting stories

were

based on experiences elsewhere in the
neotropics. Perhaps these larvae

not that same notorious pest

after

were
all.

baeri,

was

however, that

I

de-

in an ideal place to study

cycle.

My

first

task

was to tind

out what the adult fly looked like. No
one in Panama, including me, actually knew. The thing to do was to
collect some larvae and wait tor them
to mature.

Collection was easy enough.

The

were plenriflil on recendy dead
howler monkeys in the forest or
howler monkeys temporarily captured
for marking or weighing. When hilly
developed, the larvae were black and
heavily corrugated, resembhng minialarvae

even though during

a

I

its life

mon-

had ever gotten

was known about Alouat-

little

infested with bot

some months virtually every howler
monkey I saw bore multiple warbles.
The other biologists noticed the same
thing. As it turned out, none of these

all

body alerts
which emerge instantly

warble to mature,

—

Island;

the rodent

its

warble and up

Then you whip

scientist-raconteurs

When
from

ing hole and ensconces

Poor howler monkeys, up in the
trees with no bacon, nor even with
the manual dexterity to force larvae
out of the warbles by hand my heart
went out to them!
I went on with my field study, and
months went by. Thankfully, I acquired no bot fly larvae, and neither
did anyone else on the island. In fact,
none of the other monkey species on

fly larvae either,

rodent host.

wherever

side.

the island

cific

for instance,

into the skin but

the bacon with the larva trapped in-

keys, tamarins

grass

by the host. A rodent bot fly,
might leave its eggs on
or twigs near the trail of its spe-

visited

reason only howler monkeys were

desperation (since

its

rather in areas of habitat likely to be

host's

larvae have to breathe), the

larva crawls

their eggs not

big surprise, but also a big relief the
af-

maver-

a

with just one

closely

associate

to

is

species in the faniUy tend

Howler-monkey bot

fly

ture

larvae (upper

photograph) are pictured at the

third-instar

stage, the last stage before pupation. Starting

out cream colored
additional weight

developed

larva

weigh more than

(left),

and darkens

is

(right).

A

fly

a distinguishing stripe

fully

and can

nearly an inch long

a tenth of an ounce.

howler-monkey bot

is

the third instar puts on

Male

(lower photograph) has

on each

eye.

The

about seven-eighths of an inch long.

insect

graph

hand grenades
oil this

[sec

upper photo-

page].

But getting the

larvae to mature

was less straightforward. I set up two
screened enclosures where they
could pupate, one in the forest and
another in a well-aired room. All I
had to do, I assumed, was check

them each dav and

collect

mv

adult

October 2003 natur.^l history
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About

a

year later

I

began

search coOaboration with

a re-

Dou-

glas D. Colwell, a hot fly expert at the
Lethbridge Research Centre in Al-

berta,

and

I

Canada. In Panama Colwell
collected

more than

fifty third-

and he took them back
with him to his lab in Canada. Colwell proved to be a deft hand at raising flies. Ultimately he was blessed
with fifteen males and nine females.
The female flies were noticeably
larger, and their eyes spaced more
widely apart. The hve male bot flies
had a red vertical stripe on each eye
instar larvae,

a striking characteristic that fades

disappears after death

graph on preceding page]

[see
.

and

lower photo-

(Lucille lacked

by the way, confirming that she was a female, and thus
correctly named.)
Bot flies at Lethbridge were wiUing
to mate, and each female deposited,
this distinction,

on

average, 1,400 black, ridged eggs,

rows of about 250 each. The females preferred to lay their eggs in the
creases of moist paper towels. (For the
laboratory bot flies that was the end;
no monkeys were used in these experiments.) We have still not found
the bot flies' site of choice for egg laying in the natural environment,
though our prime suspects are tree
leaves and branches.
No one has seen Alouattamyia mate
in the wild, but males in the Cuterein

bridae family typically develop
Howler monkey

and

fruits

rests in a

Cecropia

tree,

whose young leaves

more

quickly than females do, and then

as well as flowers

are an important source of food.

gather in trees or other high places.

Again, no one knows why, but perflies as

they emerged from pupation.

But day

mained

day the enclosures reempty. After nearly five

after

weeks of waiting, I was almost positive that humidity and fungi had
killed all the pupae. Then on the
forty-eighth day, when I went to
check the screened enclosure in
the room, I found a large fly buzzing around inside. My captive was

more than

have been a happy one, but it was
not long. Flies of the Cuterebridae

emerge

family

days. Just three

Lucille

and had transparent, amber-brown

It was
mains

My joyful

cries alerted every-

one within shouting distance

NATURAL HISTORY
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to

from

their

mate, and die in just

cases,

half an inch long, covered
with short, dense, velvety black ban-,

wings.
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come and see this amazing fly. I
named her Lucille.
The life of "Lucille, the Famous
Fly," as she became known to everyone on Barro Colorado Island, may

first

and

pupal
a

few

a half days after

appeared,

I

witnessed her

The cause was old age.
moment. Her pinned re-

death throes.

my

a sad
stiU

occupy

a place

office in Berkeley.

of honor in

haps males in a group can attract

more females per

male,

on

average,

male could acting alone.
That would improve each male's
chances of mating, despite the competition. In any case, unmated females
that fly near the group appear to have
some way of advertising their virgin
status, and the waiting males pursue
them. When a male succeeds in claspthan

ing

a

a single

virgin female, the pair aHghts to

complete copulation.
Although the details of bot fly life
history fascinated me, I particularly
wanted to understand the interactions

but
not seen.
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caused by a food shortage, or

dom

flies and their
Received entomological wis-

those factors played a role, but, by

a host-specific parasite such as Aloiiat-

sufficient:
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Norway's diversity
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if

all,

the parasite elimi-

natural host,

its

Yet

charm

it

has

many

ot the dead

found

howler mon-

in the forest

I

large

number of bot

still

fly lar\-ae

I estimated that there were only
about 150 juveniles in the population.
Perhaps, at times, "prudent" parasites
weren't being quite prudent enough.
For the next five y'ears I kept a

monthly record of the number of bot

monkeys

afflicted

month of

S499 forhvo.

fit.

supersoft saddle and 21

conquering

gears.

hill-

affordably priced and delivered to

your door. Order two and save.

Shop online

at llbean.com or call
1-800-2464352 for a FREE
Outdoors Catalog.

UUBean

tound

a

every

the year, but the infesta-

peak two or three
number of
monkeys afflicted and in the average
number of bot fly- lar\^ae present on
each monkey: The peaks came during the rainy season, which lasts from
May through November, though the
largest of them usually did not take

seemed

also

I

monkey

Lightweight,

I

in

to

times a year, both in the

period

I

they probably \veren't
tound no overt signs of

starvation or iUness in the population.

But

I

did note that bot

later.

that

same

five-y'ear

kept track of howler-

deaths. Scientists

and

visitors

on the island alerted me or my assistants whenever a monkey was tound

establish themselves at any one time.
But howler monkeys in poor condition seem in jeopardy. Repeated attacks by bot fly larvae may exhaust
the howler monkeys' fat reserves,
which would normally carry them
through the annual food shortages.
Immature or fat-depleted hosts would
be particularly at risk; combined with
the stresses of cool, wet weather and
low-quahty food, many such monkeys would die.

Our

data

talit\',

on

as

infestation

well

keys and their bot

down

like

many

flies

swing up and

other populations of

predators and their prey.

When

the

howler monkeys increase in number,
all else being equal, the density' of the
howler-monkeys bot fhes increases as
well. At times, though, the bot flies escalate their numbers out of proportion
to their hosts. That leads to the deaths
of so many howler monkeys that their
population drops. But here the bot
flies

pay for theu"

dent parasite"

^-iolation of the

They
Hence the

rule.

monkeys

orado Island for thirty years.
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accounts

of other bot fly—host interactions, suggest that populations ot howler mon-

lack of hosts.

prefer to eat are in short

and mor-

as similar

dead, and we collected the remains.
Although the procedure couldn't give
us a complete tally of deaths, it did
enable me to chart the pattern of annual mortalirv'. The death rate was
highest in July through November
the mid- to late-rainy season. At that
time of year the energ\'-rich firuits
and protein-rich young leaves the

24

fly lar\^a infes-

peaked at the same time.
A more complete account of the
higher death rates probably' goes
something Hke this: The immune system of a howler monkey in good
physical condition appears able to
limit the number of lan'ae that can

present in a representative

fly larvae

Throughout

Designed for comfort with shockabsorbing suspension, adjustable

a

ten or

year.

place until July or
Cmisen S279.

bore

—

more. Because one third-instar larva
can weigh more than a tenth of an
ounce, ten lar\-ae would be a heaw
metabohc load, particularly for an immature monkey. My census of howler
monkeys, about 1,200 individuals,
also showed the proportion of juveniles was suspiciously- low. Although
about 300 infants were born each

tions

themselves,

tations

keys

few

Bean's Acadia

nowhere

larvae.

its

sample ot ho\vler monkeys.

Designed To Cruise.
Priced To Fly.

the

does not kill its host. Such restraint
might seem particularly important for

to raise

Bergen's old-world

by'

cool, \vet, cloudy weather? Perhaps

tatnyia.

it's

the high death rates

holds that a "prudent" parasite

nates

whether

Were

of howler-monkey hot
hosts.

rate drops,

"pru-

die off tor

inlestation

and the howler monkey

population gradually recovers.
Katharine Milton

is

a professor in the Depart-

ment of Environmental Science, Pohcy and
Management, Division of Insect Biology, at
the University of Cahfornia, Berkeley. She
has been studying the ecology and population

dynamics of howler monkeys on Barro Col-
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birding adventures

near and

far

BERMUDA
Bermuda's most famous bird, the Bermuda
or

petrel,

caho\\",

is

a rare but

rewarding

Considered extinct for 350 years,
ered in the 1950s.

was rediscov-

it

petrel has a

wingspan of

inches and nests in burrows on the East

thirt\"-six

End

The

sight.

islets

from November through May.

If you're

lucky, you'll see this nocturnal bird soaring over the

ocean

at dusk.

Bermuda's native bluebirds can be seen in the

manv

bluebird boxes linin g the golf courses (every

course on the island has a monitored bluebird

The

trail).

island also has a population of white-tailed

tropicbirds, kno-nn as the

Bermuda

longtails.

With

three-foot wingspan and two long, streaming

a

tail

feathers, these birds are easy to recognize.

In the

fall,

Bermuda

migrating from Canada

is

to

a rest stop for birds

South America. Thirty

species of shorebirds regularly stop here.

them

Spittal

at

Seymour's Pond.

Bermuda,

autumn

THE SUBTROPICAL ISLAND OF BERMUDA
is

a

warblers are

—350

species have

the pond.

this t\vent\"-one-square mile par-

The

lemon-vellow great kiskadee

adise.

both

bright,

eas\' to

spot and

easy' to hear.

is

Listen for the

loud, distinctive Ms-ka-dee call that gave this rau-

cous bird
"Q?/'e$f-ce

its

name

—

it

sounds uncannily

que df" in French.

A member

of the

in the 1950s

and

is

now

home

birding

and

site in

to the greater flamingo. In

mudflats host migrant shorebirds

flycatchers, shrifts, swallows, orioles,

the

fall.

and tanagers in

Look for great blue herons among the reeds

and shallow waters of Bermuda's marshes, or watch

ruddv mmstones digging for food on the beaches.

like

W^ixh world-class resorts, sumptuous meals,

fly-

turquoise waters, excellent snorkeling and scuba-

catcher family, the kiskadee was introduced into

Bermuda

Spittal. the best

Pond,

common in woodlands at both ends of
You may also find cuckoos, kingbirds,

Be prepared

been recorded in

also

\'\'arwick

for

including plovers. yeUowlegs, and sandpipers, and

alike.

haven for birds and birders

to spot a •«ide variet\' of birds

is

its

Pond,

Look

a vear-rotmd resi-

dent Look for it in trees and shrubs or diving for fish.

dicing,

and

a

host of other attractions,

surprising that visitors return to
after year!

it's

not

Bermuda year

Merchant-Ivory film on mopeds.

It's a

Past Parliament and manicured laivns. Lie pink sand,
rum sn-izzle. Dive into blue-green waters. .Ind a /<-,''
back
a
royal palms, and untamed beaches. Sip high tea or knock
the pond.
steeped in civility. Tiro hours from the East Coast and Just r/;;c wV/i- ofacrns-s

Beyond

the ISlh century fortress.

1

.SOO.bermuda

x

Through cobblestone

153 ~

streets.

www. beimudatourism.com

m BERMUDA
I

special advertising section
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Birders

in tine

know

are finding their

way to

Caynnan Brae, one of the three Caynnan

CAYMAN

THE

BRAC, A SMALL ISLAND IN

western Caribbean Sea,

one of the

is

West

birding destinations in the

birders' dehght: miles of trails

least explored

Indies, but

through tropical

it is

a

forests

and coastal woodlands, good roadside viewing, and
and

lots

lots

of birds. In

fact,

180 of the

Cayman

One

of the best times to

visit

at

fly

the Brae

is

migrants flock to the island, joining resident

and an interesting com-

bination of endemics. Don't miss AiJiazona

leiico-

cephala hesteima, the Brae parrot, the smallest

mem-

ber of the green
rot's size,

ferent

Amazon

coloring,

from

its

call,

parrot family. This par-

and habits make

cousins on

makeup confirm

that

its

species.

Look

if

studies

it

will

dif-

on

its

become

a

for this near-threatened parrot

in the forests of the Parrot Reserve, established

by

the National Trust.

In the

fall,

from one

parrots are seen everywhere

man-

fig,

goes and papaya. Because they are creatures of

fly to

be seen

at regular sites as

and from their breeding and roosting

To

they

sites.

see the five species of land birds that occur

together on the Brae

—Caribbean

elaenia, vitelline

warbler, thick-billed vireo, red-legged thrush, and

—would otherwise require

Brae parrot

Swan

Islands, coastal Central

the Bahamas.

The

thrush

is

becomes

silent

visits to

sartorially elegant in
bill. It is

November

to

and disappears into the

In between birding outings, try a

go

fly-

fishing;

usually

January

it

forest.
little

keling or diving on the Russian wreck.

and deep-sea

the

America, Cuba, and

gray and black, with red legs and
noisy and bossy, but from

snor-

You might

photograph iguanas,

orchids, and butterflies; or visit historic houses,
caves,

on

They

fruiting tree to another; favorites

include red birch, pepper cinnamon, wild

genes are as dis-

tinctive as the rest of its attributes,

new

very

Grand Cayman, Cuba,

and the Bahamas, so much so that
genetic

it

duties

the nest, the pairs emerge to teach their off-

spring the do's and don'ts of life in the forest.

between August and May, when large numbers of

seabirds, wetland species,

months of child-rearing

Brae. After

habit, the parrots can

224 bird species are found on the Brae.

Islands'

Cayman

Islands.

and the museum. And then there are the

sunsets

Turtle Release / Pirates Week
October 24 - Novemeber 2, 2003
Lend a hand on October 29th as we
release scores of green sea turtles from

Cayman Turtle Farm
one of the many
fun-filled events you and your family
can take part in when you visit during our
the world famous
into the sea. Just

annual Pirates
Packages
>;i

;.;

start

Week

celebration.

as low as $349* and include:

3 nights accommodation (based on
double occupancy)
2 days of diving (two 2-tank dives)

m Free Heritage Passport and Pirates

Week commemorative
•

Does

souvenir

not include airfare.

Click on www.piratesweekfestival.com
for

more

details.

And

while you're here, be sure to
our two Sister Islands. Hike along
Cayman Brae's spectacular 140-ft bluff
where you'll find over 200 species of
birds, including the rare Cayman Brae
visit

On Little Cayman, treat yourself
more than a dozen secluded beaches,
countless untouched lagoons, salt ponds
and tropical forests strewn with orchids.
Parrot.

to

Brae Caribbean

and Carib Sands
Luxury 1 2, 3 or 4 bedroom
condominiums located on a quiet
,

lagoon just minutes from diving.
1

.866.the-brac

www.866thebrac.com

Cayman Airways
Offering direct jet service from

Houston, Tampa and Miami to
Grand Cayman and Cayman Brae.

1.800.G

CAYMAN

www.caymanairways.com
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Korean National Tourism Organization

Queen Anne's

Garrett

County

Korea

County

LOOKING FOR A BIRDING VACATION

LOVELY AND HISTORIC QUEEN

GARRETT COUNTY,

Anne's County, a gateway to Chesapeake

most county

off the beaten path?

Why

not

visit

Korea, with some 400 bird species and
fantastic opportunities to see

some of

Birdwatchers have discovered that
along with

flats,

one of the world's steepest

also a fine site for birding.

your

picturesque Kent

it

birds.

Add good roads with English signs,

watch shore-

excellent public transportation,

and a net-

500-acre

around

six

many

species of ducks and

Seosan Reclamation Lakes/

raptors.

Cheonsuman Bay

is

probably Korea's

best site for wildfowl. In winter,

easy to
stork,

flocks

see

raptors.

Oriental white

and white spoonbills. Large
of

site's

—peaking
November—soar over

waterfowl

300,000 birds in
the

it's

two main

Triangle Battlefield,

at

lakes.

in

The

Iron

Cheorwon,

swans.

lesser

and greater scaups, green- and

blue-winged

site is a

and

popular stopover

eagles.

Eor more information on birding
in

Korea,

visit

www.tour2korea.com.

cinnamon

teal,

teal,

and

and topography, Garrett

and south on the Atlantic Flyway

also

Garrett

Don't skip the
a

visitor center,

where

powerful scope overlooks a waterfowl

pond.

The

critters

from the Chesapeake

Other must-see

sites

include

one-mile nature

trail, a

observation blinds.

a

pond, and two

Look

for birds of

migratory birds, and breeding

waterfowl.

many

the only place south of the

Mason-Dixon Line where you can
birds usually seen

in

see

Canada, the

Great Lakes, and the Northeastern
states.

Discover the hermit thrush in

shady maple and hemlock groves,
bobolinks in golden hay

fields,

north-

ern water thrush in swamplands, and

hawks migrating
Spring and

migrant

ing,

flocks.

in

fall

autumn.
bring swarms of

The seven local

lakes are

thousands of feed-

migrating waterfowl, while the

forests are filled

with migrant songbirds.

With more than 140

center also boasts an aquar-

Terrapin Beach Nature Park, with

prey,

is

a stopover point for

stop here.

attracts

birds not usually found at this latitude:

herons. Migratory birds traveling north

Bay.

50 years, this

attract black

also

ducks, canvasbacks, American wigeons,

DMZ,

for ash cranes

and tundra

ducks,

The ponds

tory birds. Located within the

in the last

across red fox,

geese, and swans. Native

wood

redheads,

ium with

and uninhabited by humans

come

waterfowl include northern shovelers,

migra-

is

trails

resenting a different wetland habitat.

a paradise for

Gangwon-do,

has

waterfowl ponds, each rep-

river otter,

glimpses of

sanctuary

and

foliage, crashing waterfalls,

Because of its geographical location

Operated by the Wildfowl Trust,
this

state

parks and forests are ablaze with beau-

clear lakes.

a first-class birdwatching destination.

high-powered binoculars allow

Across from

the Horsehead Wetlands Center.

You're hkely to

At the bird sanctuary on Bamseom

1.

This frontier region's

tiful

work of ecotourism groups, and you have

Islet,

in

visit

Maryland, boasts

in

extensive and exceptional birding hot
spots.

the island, in Grasonville, you'll find

tidal ranges,

make

a fantastic place to

Start

is

Island, estabhshed in 163

East Asia's greatest birds?

Korea's extensive tidal

Country,

the western-

species of

breeding birds, including 28 species of
breeding warblers, Garrett County
indeed

a birder's paradise.

To

is

get the

Birds ofGmrett County brochure, stop

by

the

Center.

Garrett

And

County

ask about the

Visitors

many

state

parks that conduct birding programs.

special (idverlisiii^- seel loii

You're just

Worcester County
THE ONLY OCEAN-FRONT GOUNIY
in

Maryland, Worcester County

known

cially

o CllCK awoy from the

beauty of K&r-a^^^!

espe-

is

for the sandy beaches

and

boardwalk of Ocean City and the wild
ponies

roam

that

Assateag-ue Island. But Worcester

is

also

With

birdwatching.

a great place for

of

dunes

the

—the county

great ecological diversity

home

to

barrier island,

and secluded

lands,

is

cypress

a

centuries-old forest, tidal wet-

swamp,

hosts

a

its

fields

more than 350

—Worcester

species of birds.

800-868-7567
s^^ Korea National Tourism

In the

fall,

you'll spot

myriad migra-

tory species, including peregrine falcons,
merlins, and flocks of tree swallows. If

you are

visiting

watching

trip

shearwaters,

on

storm-

Wilson's

skuas,

puffins.

on

prefer to stay

City's bayside

City, take a bird-

charter boat to see

a

and Atlantic

petrels,

who

Ocean

For those

Ocean

shore,

overlooks mudflats that

harbor waterfowl, shorebirds, and
In the
scenic

Pocomoke

State Forest, the

Pocomoke River

stands of bald cypress.

gulls.

through

twists

The

best

explore this spectacular river

is

way

to

by boat

or canoe, which you can rent in SnowHill. In addition to rare plants

flowers, you'll find

and wild-

hawks and ospreys

lining the river and a host of waders

along the shoreline.
Cypress
roost;
fifty

Swamp

sometimes

eagles here.

is

a

The Pocomoke
major bald eagle

you'll

find flocks of

Organization

special advertising section

Charles County
COME TO CHARLES COUNTY, THE
gateway to historic Southern Maryland,

and see the wild

side of the

Potomac!

—

Visitors to this suburban county

less

than an hour from Washington D.C. and
historic Aimapolis

—are surprised to find

teeming with wildhfe and natural beau-

it

ty.

Charles also offers

first-class fishing, a

dense population of nesting bald eagles,
acres of beautiful forest land, 150 miles

of spectacular shoreline, enough history
to

sumptuous fresh

several books,

fill

seafood, and top-flight golf

Charles County Office of Tourism

Among
known

birders,

for

can

spot

with 321 other species. You

the

eagles

winding

along

Nanjemoy Creek, whose high banks
tect their nesting sites.

home

is

large population of bald

its

eagles, along

Charles County

The

pro-

creek also

is

to ospreys and great blue herons.

For 50

years, 2,500 herons have returned

the

Nanjemoy Creek Great Blue

Heron

Sanctuary, operated by the Nature

to

Conservancy, where they pair up, and lay

and incubate
forest along

a clutch

of eggs.

Mattawoman

is

The mature
home

to the

barred owl and vibrandy colored songbirds.

A good

evening,

time to

visit is in

when you can hear

the early

the birds call-

ing back and forth to one another.

Chicamuxen
near

'U'ildlife

And the

Management

Area,

Mattawoman Creek, harbors

species such as the Louisiana thrush.
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Evolutionary

Anthems
Tlie songs of Darwin's finches might he

responsible for the group's rapid speciation.

By Adam Summers ~

On

Santa Cruz Island, in the

eastern Pacific Ocean, the

morning sounds of songbirds foraging

and courting

are reas-

suringly familiar in the othen,vise

outlandish landscape of the Galapagos
Islands.

The

washes here partly

dr\'

their

downstream counterparts.

by Mick

Ellison

Thirty years of fieldwork, molecular
biology research, and morphological
study have led to a

good understand-

ing of the evolutionary history of

Darwin's finches, particularly the link

between

their

food habits and the

shapes of their beaks. Today's birds de-

fmch

conceal tortoises the size of refrigera-

Inevitably, over the generations, the

scend from

your arm
sprawl in the baking sun. Darwin's
fmches, one of the best-studied examples of rapid speciation, are the
source of the early morning's whisdes
and trills. But the birds are far more

two groups

that invaded the islands

than mere pleasant diversions that re-

well as the simple accumulation of

warbler-style beaks, useful for nabbing

mind homesick

diverse mutations

insects

tors;

own

iguanas as long

as

biologists

territorial origins.

ready tamous

as

of their

Rather,

al-

the subjects of long-

term studies on feeding adaptations
and the origins of species, the birds
are pro\'ing to biomechanists that

contend
with differences between the two
habitats
whether in dissolved oxygen levels, water temperature, food
avaOability, or the presence of parawill have to

—

sites.

Those

selection pressures

—

as

—may be enough

is

a trickier

concept.

tionar\'

development of finch species

in the small island chain, a process
that

took

less

than 3 miJlion years.

—how one
—

Speciation
rise to

another

populations that

is

species gives

easiest to grasp for

become

isolated.
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beak suited to

from

and bark; seedeaters
tough enough and

leaves
biUs,

enough

to crack the hard seeds

Now the variations among

Darwin's finches have enabled Jeflirey
Podos, a behavioral ecologist

known

University of Massachusetts in

sympatric speciation.

and song

a

niche: insect-eating

example, have narrow,

species, for

they favor.

its

Species arising by such a process are

driving force behind the rapid evolu-

abilities

production.

and each species has
finding food in

strong

however,

now in-

habit a variety of ecological niches,

from the downstream population.
Speciation without physical separation,

from mainland

Ecuador. Galapagos species

to genetically isolate the upstream

The co-variation of song
and beak size may have been the

between foraging

mechanical link

a generalist ancestral

have robust

term whose
Greek roots mean "of the same
country." The fmches of the Galapagos present a textbook example of

their calls represent a

36

Imagine that an earthquake upends
enough rock to create rapids in a formerly sluggish stream (a common
event in South America). The new
stretch of rapids could keep fish upstream of the rocks from mating with

Illustration

as

"sympatric,"

a

Amherst, and colleagues

at

at

the

Duke

University to prove that a bird's beak
as vital to its

song

is

as to its supper.

One common

ancestor gave rise to fourteen distinct

even though members ot the
ancestral population were within easy
flight of one another
in other
words, even though there was no ge-

species,

—

ographical barrier to interbreeding.

T

he clear tones of birdsong

emerge from internal air sacs
and deflate, much like

that can inflate

a bagpipe's bladder. Muscles surrounding the sacs force air through
part of the bird's respiratory tract

a

called the syrinx, a thin-walled region

of muscle and cartilage roughly anal-

ogous to human vocal chords. As it
through the syrinx, air vibrates
at several dominant frequencies and
many overtones, blatting as though it

passes

beak shapes
and sizes.
Mechanical systems usually have
to sacrifice force for speed. That
lated birds with varying

constraint

is

particularly telling in bi-

ological mechanical systems

—where,

The heavy-biUed

tory data.

simpler

calls,

more

bill,

on

fully

suited for closing force-

tough seed, was not able

a

move

to

birds had
presumably because the

as

rapidly as the

beak of the insect

cate

more

move

were blown through the mouthpiece
of a trumpet. And, just as in a trumpet, the tone of the sound is profoundly affected by the length and

for instance, jaws that can

Darwin's finches, the varieties of this

mates, and that takes

shape of the resonating chamber

trade-off and the natural variability

topic of sympatric speciation.

"downstream" of the original vibra-

of beak shape could enable him to
test whether a bird's song could indicate the bird's ability to eat hard

that first population

tions. In the bird's case, the vocal tract

acts as a long, fleshy resonating

ber,

damping out many

cham-

of the over-

rapidly cannot close with a lot of
force.

seeds.

Podos

realized that

With Joel

deli-

eaters.

among

Southall, also at the

of
Oneamong

the chief roles of calls

songbirds

to find

is

me

back to the

When

of generaUst
finches invaded the Galapagos, namral
variation in beak size
als

would have made

among

individu-

the tougher seeds

University of JVlassachusetts, and

an accessible food item for some of the

Marcos R. Rossi-Santos of Projeto

animals but not for others. Because

Baleia Jubarte in Caravelas, Brazil,

song pitch and beak strength are
related, those birds

the

Podos filmed the calls of seven species of Galapagos finches. The birds
ranged from the warbler finch
(Certhidea olivacea), with a pointy,
narrow beak [see illustration on opposite page] to the large ground finch

to study birdsong in the field, focus-

heavy

ing on several species of closely re-

results

tones.
its

By

beak

a

rapidly

opening and closing

damping

bird can alter the

characteristics

Podos and

of the vocal

tract.

his colleagues

deinon-

strated in the laboratory that

when

sparrows sing, their beaks partly de-

termine the tone of their caU.

The

slower the beaks move, the simpler

is

melody of the call, both in tonal
range and rhythm. The next step was

(Geospiza magnirostris), with a broad,
bill [see illustration heloti'].

meshed well with

The

the labora-

sung

would

a sUghtly simpler,

inter-

have

also

deeper song

than their smaUer-beaked brethren.

Many female birds

prefer males with a

familiar caU

own

—

their

—and

so

heavy-beaked females would have preferred the song of heavy-beaked males.

The

link

between song and food

could thereby lead to segregated mating within a population, even though
all

the individuals in the population

could freely mix.

Ah, the sweet sound of evolution
in action!

Adam

Swiiincrs

(asummers@ud.edu)

assistant professor

ail

cmhitionaiy
versity

A

bird's

and

its

song

is

determined by the interplay of its vocal

beak. The songs of Darwin's finches,

of

ecolog}'

biolog)' at the

of California,

15

and
Uni-

Irx'inc.

tract

whose vocal

mostly because of the
At the same time, the beaks largely determine
the finches' diets. Jeffrey Podos demonstrated that a finch's
song could predict the hardness of the seeds the bird could
tracts are basically identical, differ

birds' beaks.

eat The

thin,

fast-moving beak of the warbler finch

(Certhidea olivacea) |see illustration on opposite page]

pitches the bird's song as high as nearly 8,000 hertz

—

al-

—

most three octaves above a soprano's high C whereas the
robust beak of the large ground finch (Geospiza magnirostris) [see illustration at right] limits

variable

melody

-~^'

.

the bird to a less

that rarely breaches 2,000 hertz.

The sound

spectrograms next to the birds are not musical scores:
rather, they portray, from left to right, how the frequencies
of the birds' songs,

in

thousands of hertz, change with time.
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average

I

fuel efficiency of a
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a
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of a V8. Remarkably, the

^

day,

all

cars

may be quicker

toyota.com/tomorrow

±.

HYBRID

SYNERC5Y
DRIVE

off

the mark.

will hit

the roads this

fall in

the next generation Prius.

And

And slower
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TO

will

also achieve the

fraction of conventional emissions.

more and more Toyota products - including SUVs.

One

SUV

TOMORROW

after that,

it

will

be available

in

Portal to Petra
Hewn

out of sandstone

cliffs,

Nabataeans became a center

and urbane

sophisticates

the hidden capital of the ancient
for spice traders, artisans,

2,300

years ago.

By Martha Sharp Joukowsky
40

I
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Towering

high above the Wadi al-'Arabah, a seasonal
streambed that runs between the Dead Sea and the Gulf
of 'Aqabah, in southwestern Jordan, majestic cliffs strike
the eye with their patterns of russet and gold. Yet tucked inside
the sandstone

cliffs is

a site

even more

venturers, and archaeologists: the

thrilling to travelers, ad-

"Rose-Red

City," Petra.

Beginning in perhaps the seventh or sixth century B.C., nomadic Arabs from as far away as the southern reaches of the Arabian Peninsula threw up temporary shelters against the mountain
walls around the site of what would become the cits'. According
to a fourth-century B.C. Greek account reported by the first-century B.C. historian Diodorus of Sicily, the earHest Petrans, or
Nabataeans, as the people were then called, did not plant grain,
fruit trees, or vines. But they did raise camels, which provided
them with milk, cheese, and meat, as well as hides for tents.
Sometime in the second century B.C. the Nabataeans and their
camel caravans attained wide-ranging economic success through
their control of the spice trade routes. The Nabataean dominance
extended over the southern routes through the Arabian Peninsula, to Amman and Damascus to the northeast, and through the
Negev desert and into the Sinai to the west, as far as the western
edge of the Nile delta.
Petra was the capital of the
Nabataeans' independent kingdom, and as Greek and Roman
demand for such exotic goods as
cassia, cinnamon, frankincense,
and myrrh increased, so did the
prosperity of the Nabataeans.

They excavated the cliffs to build
some 800 tombs as well as numerous extraordinary freestanding structures. Their hydraulic
engineers

dammed

nearby water

sources and built massive cisterns for retaining the infrequent

With

water supply, they irrigated crops and
its peak to have
been between 20,000 and 30,000 people.
As their trade expanded, the Nabataeans borrowed artistic
styles from Hellenistic, Parthian, and Roman cultures, adapting
rains.

a

reliable

sustained a growing population, estimated at

Iridescent as a ribbon of

si7k fluttering in

the

air,

the Silk

Tomb (above) of the ancient city of Petra (see map at right),
is named for the iron oxide striations in the sandstone
monument. The Silk Tomb, which dates to the first century
B.C., actually housed several burials and is one of the most
distinctively colored rock-cut monuments of the Nabataean
culture that

made

Petra

its

capital

city.

them
that,

to their

own

eclectic

sr\'le.

They

so prized foreign

goods

according to the ancient Greek geographer Strabo, "they

who increased them"' (though
wonder, "they have only a few slaves").
An earthquake in a.d. 363, one of several that was to strike
Petra, may have precipitated the cir\-"s demise. By that time,
trade no longer centered on Petra, and its population had declined. Christianity flourished in the waning days of the city,
which survived well into the sixth century. In the eighth century, another earthquake struck, but by tliat rime the cit\- had
conferred honors on anyone
Strabo adds,

m

been abandoned.

October 20C
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Urn caned out ot tne rock v:aU aecorates the top of the Dayr, or
"monastery," Petra's largest rock-cut monument. From this high
perch,

some 150 feet above

tfie site

of Petra and

its

the valley

floor, visitors

can take

in

vast surrounding landscape.

Nabataean plate displays

typical decorative

motifs of the culture, including

figs, olives,

and palm leaves. The Nabataeans were
renowned for their extraordinary ultrafine
pottery bowls and plates, decorated with
designs unique to the Nabataean culture.

Terra-cotta plaque from the

first

century a.d.

depicts a male pipe player accompanied by
Betyl, or

stylized

stone

human

idol,

dated to the

face that

may

first

century

B.C.,

depicts a

represent one of the great

goddesses of Petra. A "house" for the god is indicated by
the pediment and architectural details around the edge. The
"
inscription reads: "Goddess of Hayyan, son of Nybat.

42
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The Nabataeans
had large gatherings at mealtime,
and one ancient writer commented that it
was common to have two female singers at
a pair of female musicians.

often

each banquet.

X

Mosaic roundel, from the

floor of

the sixth-century Church of Petra,

may

depict a camel, the backbone

of the Nabataeans' successful trade
in

it may
name

exotic spices. Alternatively,

depict a "camelopard, " the
the Greeks
giraffe,

and Romans gave

to the

which they described as a

camel with the spots of a leopard.

The Urn Tomb, so-called

for the

small vessel carved at the top of

the facade (toward the center, near
is one of the largest of
Nabataean rock-cut monuments.
Architects first removed a large

the top)

section of the hillside to create a

seventy-foot courtyard

in

front of

the tomb. The central niche, seen

below the pediment, may have
been the tomb of King Malik II,
who ruled from a.d. 40 to 70.
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Promised Land
Several million years ago tectonic forces began
corridor that led early

By

Zvi

to create

humans out of Africa and

Ben-Avraham and Susan Hough

an edenic

into the

Near

East.

Straddling

political strife,

Dead

saline

bued with

between Israel and Jorregion torn by decades of

the border

dan, deep within
is

a

the stark, desolate, intensely

of

Sea. Virtually barren

a stillness that

and im-

life,

bespeaks extreme antiq-

Dead Sea, in geologic terms, is actually
young a mere several million years of age.
Both the sea itself and the entire Dead Sea valley in
which it lies are the result of north-south motion
at the boundary between two tectonic plates
two
uity,

the

quite

—

—

parcels

of the Earth's rocky

[see map on next page]. From
what was, geologically speaking, yesterday, the Dead Sea valley became the main
land route out of Africa for both flora and fauna.
Among the fauna, of course, were some of our earliest hominid ancestors. And as the geologic story
of the Levantine Corridor has come into focus, an

the Levantine Corridor
that distant time until

intriguing plothne has emerged: for perhaps the
first

human

crust.

shown

time, investigators have

that large-scale

geologic processes have helped shape the course of
history.

Continents might appear to be indestructible, but

when

puU blocks of crust

in different

directions, eventually even a continent

wOl break.

tectonic forces

Until 20 million to 30 million years ago the African

and Arabian

plates

were

so

much

topography of

else in nature, the

the Earth eschews straight lines.

When

a

tearing up Earth's crust

markedly linear feature does emerge, say from a
subtle topographic trend discernible only in a
satellite photograph, the trained eye of a geologist
invariably sees an active fault
a feature along
which earthquakes persistently recur. But you
don't have to be a geologist to see the Dead Sea
fault zone. Viewed from high above, its linear
morphology, running up the middle of the Levant, is a dramatic
and decidedly unsubtle indicator of its geologic character [see illustration at left

along the way.

on page 47].

block of our

a single massive

planets lithosphere. But then the floor of what soon

—launching

became the Red Sea began

to spread

the Arabian plate to the

north-northeast,

toward

Eurasia; breaking the small

away from
and

Sinai subplate

African

the

Nowadays
plate

plate;

the Arabian

diverging from the

is

Sinai subplate at a rate of
about four millimeters a
year. That's slow even by

geologic standards (and

a

dozen times slower than

human

fingernails grow),

but given enough time,
even a shght but continual

movement of

a tectonic

plate can cause inexorable,

prodigious changes. In the
past

20 million

the

Red

years or so,

—

—

—

The

tectonic forces

on the Arabian

plate

and the

Sinai subplate are pulling in slightly different directions,

and

page 47].

what geolo-

at different rates, creating

gists call a

transform fault

From

the

[see

Dead Sea

diagram at right on

the fault extends al-

most due south to the Red Sea, and almost due
north along the Jordan River and up into
Lebanon, eventually wending its way into southern Turkey. Flanked by margins as high as 7,000
feet above its floor, the rift valley created by the
Dead Sea fault is one of the deepest and most
abrupt depressions on Earth.
Investigators can point to compelling evidence
for ancient,

damaging earthquakes

in the anthro-

Sea has opened,

pologically and archaeologically crucial area bor-

the Arabian Pemnsula has

dering the Jordan River. The first-century A.D.
Jewish historian Flavins Josephus, writing of the
destructive earthquake of 31 B.C., describes "an

taken shape, and the east-

Jl^>t

Like

Dead

ern flank of the
has

fault

shifted

northward

miles

sixty

Sea

about

with respect to the west-

ern

side

sculpt the
a

—

enough to
Dead Sea valley,

prominent path

long,

through the landscape of

Dead Sea

valley, a

earthquake in Judea, such
fore,

thirty

which

killed

many

thousand persons

as

had not occurred beAnd about

cattle.

also

.

.

.

perished in the ruins

of their houses." Characteristically toppled and
once
columns are evident among the ruins of early Jericho and elsewhere. And the sediments in the Dead

fractured blocks of limestone that were

once-verdant corridor that runs through the region just east of the

was the land route taken by hominids emigrating from East Africa, beginning
Today the valley is arid and thinly populated, and the Dead Sea, which
inhospitable to most forms of life.

Ivlediterranean Sea,

about 2
lies

at

million years ago.

its

heart,

is
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Sea basin incorporate evidence of a good deal ot

fore about 5

seismic upheaval during the past 70,000 years.

fault

For now, however, the Dead Sea

rift

miUion

valley offers

There

breakup in action. Natural processes can be studied here without impediment, because the area is both sparsely populated
and largely free of vegetation. The shores of the
investigate continental

even though

it

well

as

the

Dead Sea transform

drainage in the

forming a
graben.

^
QAF2EH

valley

known

As the huge,

as a

tM^

the

present

Dead

the deeper;

it

now

One

cause of evaporation from the
lakes,

also

of hot and cold, making the region altogether more inviting

number of clever ways
movements of tectonic
comes from estimating

which sediments were deposited. Investifound that the upper, hence later, layers
of sediment in the Dead Sea valley btult up more
quickly than the lower, earlier layers. Hence the
the rate at

water that carried the sediments from higher land to
the flat valley floor must have flowed more quickl\-

46

i

m more recent times in
North America, trailer parks

_

just as

less

gators have

as

and large bodies of water

tend to butter the extremes

and hospitable to terrestrial life.
In the southern Le\'ant the
new lakes would have beckoned to flora and fauna aUke,

devised a

important clue

more
The
becomes more humid be-

air

a thousand teet ot \vater. and its bottom Ues
about 2,35(J teet below sea level. The much shallower, southern sub-basin is now dxy.

plates.

the millennia passed. That implies the surround-

ha\-e

sprung up near

new

bodies ot water such

as a result of an engineering gatt'e combined
with major flooding on the Colorado River in
1905). Of course Airsn-eams and RVs were hard to

ated

come bv during

the Pliocene and Pleistocene
Epochs, but the migrating creatures of Africa, including early modern humans, gradually made
their own kinds of H\ing arrangements near the
lakes that appeared in the rift valley.

Dead Sea

fault carve the

navigable,

habitable

Thus did the

land route out of Africa: a

corridor flanked by raw,

rugged rock.

We Homo

—

descended fr-om bipedal
that first apusually called hominids
s.ipieiis

are

—

primates

ous. Accordingly, geologists have inferred that be-

peared in Africa some 5 million years ago.

October 2003

as

southeastern CaHfornia"s Salton Sea (suddenly cre-

ing landscape was becoming increasingly mountain-
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large
in an

temperate local chmate.

Sea.

CO reconstruct the past

newly created deWadi "Araba.

gives rise to a wetter,

than

Geologists have

in

otherwise arid zone invariably

>\MMAN'.

val-

holds

within

appearance of
The
bodies of freshwater

saltv"

comprising two sub-basins.
was left behind about 10,000
years ago. Its northern subbasin was, and remains, by far

a result,

CAVi

SKHUl CAVE
'UBEIDIYA

,i

ley;

As

pressions in the

lakes subsequently appeared
rifi:

desert.

tormed

cause of evaporation. Several
in the

up enough of

years sizable freshwater lakes

valley shrank be-

and disappeared

seem-

to dramatic

just the past 2 to 3 million

LAKE-

Mediterranean evaporated and
receded, that graben retained
some of the water. Eventually
the large body of salt\- water
that occupied most of the

Dead Sea

fault cars-ed

Negev

/

»

elsew here,

the landscape to recontigure the patterns ot river

^^

of crust sank,

as

cumulative changes. In the blink of a geologic eye

caused major upheavals of the
plates a block

flanks.

motion has led

ingly gradual geologic

^__^^^

two

its

e\idence of rapid change in the

the Trans-Jordanian plateau to the east

subplate and the Arabian plate

the

ftirther

is

upHfted and tUted. Here,

\\"as

boundar\' between the Sinai

between

years, accelerating tectonic

—

has sunk to hundreds

of feet below sea level, much ot it is not submerged. Rock formations are thus well exposed.
Tens of millions of years ago. before the Arabian
plate set oh' on its Eurasian journey, the Mediterranean Sea was far bigger than it is today, and covered much of the Levant. Later activity' at the

seabed;

miUion

Wadi "Araba, or Arava Valley, the southern part of
the Dead Sea valley, which reaches from the southern end of the Dead Sea to the Gulf of 'Aqaba. In
the past 2 miUion years the Wadi 'Araba subsided,
as the neighboring Negev region to the \\'est
as

Dead Sea itself are the lowest dr\- land on Earth.
and among the Dead Sea valley's unique characteristics is that,

to 3

processes have strongly uplifted

geologists a nearly unparalleled opportunin,' to see

and

miUion yeai's ago the entire Dead Sea
zone was relatively flat, but that in the past 2

The

Dead Sea
Dead Sea

valley

—

about sixty miles north of the

at the

extensive

of 'Ubeidiya,

site

a

vanished lake just south of what was once the
biblical Sea of Galilee, now variously called Lake
Tiberias or Lake Kinneret.

Excavations

at

'Ubeidiya have uncovered the best

hard evidence for the migration of early

available

hominids

"Down

[sec

in the lallcy,"

next

pcige].

Since

1960 some thirty archaeological layers, showing
multiple distinct periods of occupation, have been
exposed. On the basis ot several kinds of converging
evidence
magnetic characteristics of the rock lay-

—

changes in sedimentation, ecological changes

ers,

and deposits of bones,
investigators have been
able to date the occupations with confidence. Later
reflected in pollen grains,

boulders,

fossils,

and

tools

elsewhere in the

sites

—

Dead Sea

fault

zone have

yielded a wealth ot additional evidence of hominid

and human occupation, such

as

uncracked, hard-

-plEVITET^RATyEAT-s/

C

WORTH
somites

Dead Sea

transform

the nearly linear north-south

fault,

boundary between the Arabian plate and the

Sinai subplate,

clearly visible in the topographical relief model (above).

is

Red Sea has been spreading apart
been pivoting northward with
respect to the Sinai subplate and its parent, the African plate
(right). By 2 million to 3 million years ago the movement along
the fault had created a deep, lush, navigable valley.
million years the floor of the

and the Arabian

earliest

plate has

hominid remains have been unearthed

East Africa

—

that

is,

tradition

to

Paleolithic inven-

tion

to

pointed

at

.

^_^

FAULT

.5\

in

?.;''

PLATES

fit

in the

palm,

the other end, chipped and fractured

to a cutting

edge along the perimeter.

Early Acheulean axes, about 1.4 million years

were found at Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania,
the site made famous by the findings of the archaeologists Louis and Mary Leakey. Outside
Africa the earliest hand axes whose dating is uncontested are also Acheulean and also about 1.4
million years old. They were unearthed in the
old,

:-

in the

culture.

—

>

same
the Acheulean

were discovered

hand axes related
Such axes v/ere a
rounded at one end

region:

DEAD SEA'
^Itransform

•

(

in present-day Ethiopia,

Kenya, and Tanzania. The earhest honiinid tools
that appear to be part of a standardized tool-

making

SINAI SUBPLATE

;

For 20

and water chestnuts, achammers and anvils.
known raisins and olives ha\'e been

shelled pistachios, acorns,

companied by

The

earliest

found

pitted stone

in this region.

And,

tellingly,

within natural

oases are trees of Sudanese origin: emigrants from

the southwest.

A

million years ago, in Pleistocene timrs.

w lion
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freshwater was far
the

Dead Sea

verdant, and

fauna to

rift

full

eat.

more abundant than it is today,
valley would have been lush,

and tilted them to
form mountains, providing the water from which
region's blocks of crust apart

of things for the indigenous
the paleontological record

And

shows that the splendid new corridor

clearly

mus, rhinoceros, wart hog. Life arrived and blossomed once tectonic movements had pried the

tracted a remarkable influx of species

—

—

at-

Today, unfortunately, that land of milk and honey

no more. The freshwater lakes that once dotted the
Wadi 'Araba are permanently dry. The Dead Sea it-

between 2 milinvertebrates, plants
and 3 million years ago. Arriving in step with
East African flora were the creatures of the East
African savannas: gazelle, giant deer, hippopota-

mammals,

is

lion

Down

in

else flowed.

all

birds,

self

of

is

Its

nearly Kfeless. Almost 35 percent (by weight)

"water"

made up of

is

dissolved solids

—not

the Valley

By John J. Shea

On

Remains discovered west of Lake

the outskirts of Jericho, beside the road

to Jerusalem,

a sign

is

welcoming

—

to "the world's oldest town." "Oldest" hardly begins to say

it.

At

least 1.8

million years ago

before 12,500-year-old Jericho

became

—long

the con-

tinuous habitation on which the sign stakes

—some of

—

its

hominids ever to venture out of Africa probably walked through Jericho and drank water from its spring. The lakes
that filled the valley of the Jordan River between
2 million and 3 rniUion years ago formed a biogeographic corridor connecting hominid habitats in East Africa with the southern foothills of
the Alpine-Himalaya mountain belt.
claim

the

ley

first

between 80,000 and 130,000

Some 70,000

comes from the

site

the area, perhaps driven southward by the abrupt

onset of glacial conditions; they probably competed with modern humans for caves and other
habitats. Within 40,000 years Neanderthals had

become
valley

is

extinct throughout Europe. The Jordan
one of the first places where modern hu-

mans developed

strategies for

displacing rival species

of

tablishing

and

es-

dominion.

Tiberias (the Sea of GaUlee) in

With the waning of the Ice
Age some 12,000 years ago,

northern

hunter-gatherers hving in the

'Ubeidiya, just south of Lake

Israel.

There, stone

Dead Sea

and the fossils of large
mammals occur together in
remnants of a muddy shoreline about 1.4 million years
tools

old.

Hand

occur

at

throughout

'Ubeidiya

southern

grants,
hahilis,

lic

Jericho
Acheulean hand axes from 'Ubeidiya
(left)

and Olduvai Gorge

one of Africa's

emiH.
region en

earliest

such

as

such as Dmanisi, in today's Repubof Georgia, but they left no trace of their sosites

October 2003

show

that they gath-

ered the seeds of cereal grasses

journ in the valley.)
Stone hand axes, fashioned according to
Afr'ican techniques and found at a site just north
of Lake Tiberias, suggest another round of emigration out of Africa about 780,000 years ago.

NATURAL HISTORY

The

earhest levels of excavation in

Homo erectus. (Earlier hominids,
may have passed through the

route to

zone made some

lecting of plant foods.

in

fertile

plants,
cattle,

human

in Israel

from the rocky crags flanking
the valley and planted them in
alluvial soil. The result: domesticated
followed centuries later by domesticated
goats, and sheep, and the expansion of

Tanzania

Eurasia, suggesting that the site

records the passage of

rift

crucial innovations in the col-

axes similar to the

ones discovered

48

years ago.

years ago Neanderthals arrived in

The earhest evidence for a
human presence in the Jordan
valley

Tiberias at

Skhul Cave and Qafzeh Cave indicate that early
modern humans probably either descendants
or near relatives of the recently discovered,
160,000-year-old H. sapiens fossils from Herto,
Ethiopia were present in the Jordan River val-

visitors

(right)

settlements.

John J. Shea,
Paleolitliic

a speciaUst in stone-tool analysis

period of

tlie

sor of anthropology at

Near East and

Africa,

and
is

Stony Brook University

in the

a profesin

New

York State. During the 1990s he codirected excavations at
'Ubeidiya,

Israel;

he

Onio Kibish, Ethiopia.

is

now

codirecting excavations

at

Dead

Sea, the lowest, saltiest lake on Earth,

behind in a deepening valley as the
between 5 million and 6 million years ago. The
below sea level, and it continues to fall because of

was

originally left

vast Mediterranean Sea retreated from the Levant

water level at the shoreline

is

about 1,360 feet

evaporation, laying bare the saline, mineral-rich sediments visible

in

the photograph.

only sodium chloride but also potassium, broinine,
and magnesium salts giving it the highest salinity of

tionary biology, anthropology, geology, and cos-

any lake on Earth. With each passing

natural catastrophe) fused with the

—

tion further drops

level

its

and

raises

evapora-

year,

the salimty of

when

mology have
background

generally (except for the occasional

against

which the

unchanging

real action

takes

began keeping records, the Dead Sea has dropped by

place. Increasingly, though, physical scientists and
historians are seeing connections. The physiolo-

more than seventy

gist

the remaining fluid. Since 1929,

communities of
their

home

in

it

hydrologists

Only highly

feet.

salt-tolerant

specialized

microorganisms make

and evolutionary biologist Jared Diamond of

the University of California, Los Angeles, for instance, has

today.

Guns,

Scholars tend

to seek

ferent timescales.

A

meaning along sharply

across decades or centuries for the written

An

evolutionary biologist

across

dif-

historian typically searches

may

hundreds of thousands of

study
years.

a

A

word.

species
physical

advanced the thesis in his notable book
and Steel that the exigencies of geog-

Geri)is,

raphy, if not geology, have played a critical role in

shaping the development of cultures.
In the study of the Dead Sea fault zone, one can
extend the connections further still. Creakingly
slow geologic forces opened up the corridor tor

anthropologist considers the few million years that

humanity's earhest ancestors to take their

hominids have walked the Earth. The frame of reference for a terrestrial geologist may be longer

out of Africa and into the world beyond. That ex-

—

still

as

long

as Earth's

longest timescale of

4.6-billion-year history.

all

is

The

the cosmologist's 13.7-

biUion-year age of the universe.

Yet

rarely, it

seems, have the disciplines met. For

the historian, the questions addressed by evolu-

first

steps

odus was probably inevitable, but the timing and
direction of the migration were determined by
plate tectonics. Perhaps it behooves our species,
now poised to shape the planet in dramatic and
potentially disastrous ways, to realize

mentally the planet has shaped

how

tlinda-

D

us.
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Sunbathing Seals

of Antarctica
Infrared

image of a Weddell

seal

pup

reveals

the insulating efficiency of its lanugo, or
fur. In

The puzzle

baby

is:

the false-color image, shades of blue

How

do they keep

and green represent relatively low temperatures on the animal's surface; shades of yellow/
and red represent relatively high ones. The
image shows that only the face and flippers

cool:

By

Terrie

M. Williams

radiate heat.

hour
Within
October

of the passing of

an

blizzard, there

dence of the storm on
tic

beach.

and

a

The

bright

Hght breeze

Sun

riffles

pool in the sea ice of

is

little

a vacant

a late

evi-

Antarc-

shines in a cloudless sky,

the clear waters of an

McMurdo

open

Sound. Weddell

spurred by the improved weather, haul them-

seals,

selves

out of the water onto the icy edges of the

year-round on and under the sea

of cold-adapted
foxes and
hairs

Weddell

The

adults

fit

their

soon doze

while the energetic youngsters continue to

play,

seal pelt

provide

little

standard, that

seal in the Antarctic

seals

have evolved

warm

we considered joining them. After all, we are
840 miles firom the South Pole. As inviting as the
pool appears, the "beach" where we are standing has
been carved out of frozen sea ice by the constant

Foundation's Office of Polar Programs,
the

summer

finding out

even huddled in our parkas and
expeciition Uve under
the constant threat of frostbite and hypothermia.
Remarkably, Weddell seals manage to thrive

Our

NATURAL HISTORY
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a

sweat.

mer

to study

sea ice.

team

research

biologists

in Antarctica includes eight

travel

Weddell

With

seals'

who

south every austral sum-

seals as

they hunt beneath the

the support of the National Science

navigational

abilities,

As the

we

explore

predatory

tactics,

and diving

capabilities.

iologist,

am charged, among other things, with
how the seals maintain their relatively

I

team's exercise phys-

constant, hot internal temperature while they hunt

and rest in water that would render a person hypothermic in minutes. As one might expect, the answer begins with fatty tissue: blubber.

risky business:

members of our

in the

chmate on Earth, yet remain cool enough
to loUygag about in the summer air without even
coldest

have

boots, the

remarkable,

temperature-regulat-

a

ing system that enables them to keep

just

appear without warning. Sunbathing here can be

How can a

counterintuitive, physiological feat.

breaking into

movements of the Erebus
Glacier ice tongue, near McMurdo Station. The Sun
may never set, but air temperatures can plummet to
-4 degrees Fahrenheit, and blinding snowstorms

in the

an extra-

avoid overheating?

The answer depends on an even more
somewhat

Arctic

Yet the very effectiveness of

feat.

popping in and out of the water. Finally exhausted,
they crawl next to their mothers to sleep, their
rounded bellies pointed directly toward the Sun.
For six years my colleagues and I have witnessed
the spectacle of the sunbathing seals during the
beginning of the austral summer, but never once

sunlight and the

is

the insulation raises a puzzling question:

their backs into grooves in the ice that

soundly except for the occasional relaxed snore,

50

of the Weddell

ordinary thermal

if

as

oxen. (The coarse, half-inch-long

way of insulation.) By any

sunbathing

bodies like familiar chairs.

without shiv-

mammals such

terrestrial

musk

Each one, whether burly male, young female,
or mother with youngsters in tow, claims an accustomed spot on the frozen shoreline. They settle on
pool.

ice,

ering and without the long, thick fur characteristic

In

2002

my

Rutishauser and

graduate
I

pieces of specialized
at

student

Matthew R.

arrived in Antarctica with several

equipment from

my

laboratory

the University of California, Santa Cruz.

The

first

Weddell seal pups such as the one
insulation until they reach

in this

photograph wear

about four weeks

blubber to keep them warm

in

their fluffy

lanugo

fur coats for

old. Thereafter they rely, as their parents do,

on

the water.
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fatty

blubber was

keeping that

at

heat from escaping into the ice

and

frigid Antarctic

The

first

seal

air.
I

examined

was a male that had recently
emerged from a hole in the ice.
At first the camera didn't even
distinguish the wet animal from
its

frozen surroundings; the en-

image was dark blue. Assuming the camera was worktire

ing, the seal's skin temperature

was the same as that of the ice
otherwise the batteries in the
camera had failed in the cold.
Then the seal turned his head
toward me and yawned; his hot
open mouth glowed bright red

Adult seat, bleeding from the left foreflipper, may be sunbathing to recuperate from
its wounds. The Sun's heat may stimulate an increased flow of blood, heat, and

oxygen

to

wounded

tissues,

in the image. Subtle surface

thereby promoting healing.

temperatures soon became apparent.

Hot

nostrils intermittently

picture each time he breathed.
eyes

glowed

vessels

as well,

popped

The

into the

skin around his

suggesting that surface blood

prevent the eyes from freezing

as

he hunts

for fish in the chilly waters beneath the ice.
rest

of the

seal's

thermal image was

a testament to the

The

a ghostly blue,

quahty of his blubber insulation.

mid-October the Antarctic Sun sets for the last
Intime
for nearly four months. Throughout that
period of uninterrupted daylight,

WeddeU

seals

haul

through cracks in the sea ice or
in the growing pools of meltwater, and onto frozen
beds of ice. Too rotund to shake out the water
their massive bodies

Numerous thermal "windows," which
apparent

in this

can jettison excess heat though
flippers.

radiate excess heat, are

thermal image of a sunbathing
its

seal.

face, foreflippers,

The hot spots along the body are

bite

The animal
and hind

wounds

in

quickly freezing onto their

the pelt.

around in the

Once
was

a portable ultrasound

signed for monitoring

machine, originally de-

human

pregnancies, that en-

abled us to view and measure the thickness of the

blubber layer just below the skin of adult
their pups.

uniform

The

layer

seals

and

ultrasound scans showed a relatively

of blubber running

virtually the entire

length of the body, and ranging between 1.6 and 2.4
inches thick, in adults that weigh between 900 and

1,100 pounds. Even in one-month-old pups, which

of mature Saint Bernards, the blubber
between 1.2 and 1.6 inches thick.
Our second piece of equipment was an infrared
thermal camera, which shows differences in temperature across the surface of an animal as a falsecolor image. We knew from earlier investigations
that diving WeddeU seals have a core body temperature that hovers around 97.7 degrees Fahrenheit.
The camera would show us just how effective the
are the size

layer
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soft

fur,

the animals roll

snow, to "towel" themselves dry.

setded, they lounge in the surdight for hours,

which sometimes

dissolve into days.

The Weddells

often stay so long in one position that they melt into
the ice, leaving

telltale

imRather
the seals seem

bathtub-size, seal-shaped

prints scattered across the frozen surface.

than avoid the intense solar radiation,

Only when temperatures
below -4 degrees Fahrenheit, winds whip up
above fifteen knots, or snowstorms blow across the
ice, are the seals driven back into the water, where
the environment is far more stable.
But if the blubber layer enables the seals to meet
the thermal challenge of living in the frigid water
under the ice, it also poses a double peril for their
well-being. In the first place, we estimated it would
take only a few hours of lying in the intense
Antarctic Sun for WeddeU seals to cook in their
own skins. The second problem is that overheating
would threaten reproduction, particularly the viato revel in the sunlight.

dip

of sperm. So the

bility

cess heat, but

blubber, the

when we

get

must get

seals

tion to the puzzle of keeping
step in figuring out

first

rid

of the ex-

how? After all, they cannot shed their
way Matt and I take off our parkas
too warm. As it turned out, the solusperm cool was the

how

blubbery

WeddeU

can spend days soaking up sunlight.
For a male mammal to produce viable sperm, the

seals

must be precisely con-

temperature of the

testes

trolled; typically,

several degrees cooler than the

it is

body temperature.

core

In land

mammals, the

remain cool because they reside in external

mammal

testes

scrotal

however
the same
not to mention icy Antarctic waters
body plan would be a Uability. A scrotal sac would
expose the testes to extreme cold, and interfere
with a sleek, hydrodynamic profile. Hence the
testes of WeddeO seals, Hke those of other seals and
cetaceans, are internalized, lying between the abdominal muscles and the thick insulating blubber
For

sacs.

a

Of

layer.

that lives in water,

—

course, that placement exposes sensitive

organs to the risk of becoming too hot.
solved
with an elegant
problem
The
anatomical arrangement of blood
in seals

is

vessels, first

described by Sentiel A.

morphologist

at

Marine

the

biology Laboratory in

The
mapped

Rommel,

St.

a

comparative

Mammal

investigators

painstakingly

the

seal's

the infrared image. To

sunbathe without becoming dangerously overheated, the
animals cannot
entire

rely

on thermal windows alone. Instead,

their

bodies act as radiators. Networks of arteries and veins

close while the animals are underwater, but

heat within an hour after a seal hauls

itself

open

to

shed excess

out of the water.

through the hind flippers, but also through the
mouth, eyes, and nose seemed to us the most

—

likely areas for dissipating the seals' excess heat.

Rutishauser and

I

hoped

to record those

windows

with our infrared camera, expecting to see dark
blue insulated seal bodies punctuated with red-hot
hind flippers. A dog in its winter coat displays a
similar thermal pattern: seen with equipment similar

to ours, a cool, insulated

thinly furred legs

body

fades into hot,

and paws.

To our astonishment, not only did

Patho-

Petersburg, Florida, and

his colleagues.

A mother and pup glow brightly in

the

seals' flip-

pers glow, but so did the rest of their bodies.

And

vas-

and so discovered a dense
network of veins enveloping the
seal's testes. The network receives
blood directly from the veins of the
culature,

two hind
seal's

layer

tend to

its

flippers.

Because the

of blubber does not exflippers, veins in the flip-

pers he close to the surface of the

poorly insulated from the ice
and cold water. Hence the blood in

skin,

those vessels

is

cooled.

On

its

re-

turn trip to the heart, the blood
passes

through the

cooHng

testicular net,

the testes.

The specialized arrangement
of blood vessels gives the seals
a thermal "window" through their
insulating blubber, keeping temperature-sensitive reproductive or-

gans cool. In the males, the win-

dow
In

safeguards

sperm production.
an analogous

the females,

vascular

net helps

regulate

temperature of developing

Thermal windows

the

fetuses.

—primarily

Bathtub-shape grooves

in

the

ice, in

which seals

lie

during sunbathing, form from the

intense heat of the seals' bodies. Their surface temperatures can rise

degrees Fahrenheit

in

the

first

by as much as

fifteen

hour they spend out of the water

October 2(K'
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warm

the longer the seals were out of the water, the

a

became. We found that the
stubby firont flippers, the hind flippers, the nose,
and the eyes glowed first. But then the back and

flowed through the AVAs.

warmer

belly

their bodies

warmed,

body

sur-

was acting

as a

too. Obviously, the entire

face of a sunbathing

Weddell

—which explained

radiator

had melted into the
pointed our camera

ice.

at

seal

the seal-shape tubs that

By

comparison,

Rutishauser,

who

when

I

was bun-

dled in a parka and insulated wind pants, his thermal image was blue and nearly in\dsible against the
blue backdrop of the ice.
Here again, in whole-body cooling, we found
that speciahzed blood vessels were the mechanism
for transporting heat and controUing temperature
in the seals. Hair follicles throughout the pelt of
a Weddell seal occur with a side-by-side array of
highly branched arteries and veins known
as

arteriovenous anas-

cool blue to a bright

Weddell adults and pups

orange, as blood

have AVAs, but

alike

their function changes as the

New-

pups mature.

born Weddell seals lack a substantial blubber layer,
and so they rely instead on a pajama-hke coat of
flufiy gray hair called lanugo to retain body heat.
Because the ratio of the surface area to the volume
of their small bodies is relatively high, they cool
quickly. As a result, they have to be particularly
careful to conserve body heat. In our infirared images the youngest seals resembled Matt in his
parka, showing blue rather than the red of their
parents.

The AVAs hidden beneath

the lanugo ap-

peared to be closed.

As they grow fatter from nursing, the pups lose
add blubber, and acquire the sleek
spotted coats of the
adults. But with a new
coat and a thick blubber

their lanugo,

tomoses (AVAs). More
than 6,000 AVAs are
packed into
every

layer tor insulation, the

square inch ot the

how

as

the seals

lie

Soon

of e.xcess

the flippers

of the pups

excess heat to escape

when

the adults,

are

glowing

warm, and by the time
they are six weeks old,
their entire body is as

enabling

pelt,

same

face the
as

to get rid

heat.

act

thermal perforations

along the

now

dilemma

seal's

where they

skin,

pups

in

red-hot

the Sun.

sun-

their

as

bathing mothers.

The

AVAs

for

Wed-

was originally

dell seals

described in 1975 by

G.

S.

Molyneux and M.

M. Biyden of the University

Even

distribution of

die

Poking

its

head through

a hole in the ice, a

AVAs

several anatomical adaptations that enable

out by squeezing

its

muscular nose shut

vessels surrounds the eyes to

they glow with heat

in

and

distribution

freezing,

ter-

them

to avoid overhearing in

and so

the sunlight.

But why
them

did they ever need
in the first place? After

all,

wouldn't

them to stay in the
cool enough to let blubber take
simpler for

mal needs? Several behaviors
one explanation.

water,

it

be

where

tar
it is

care of their ther-

we

observed offered

mammals. The

AVAs of sheep and

Anyone

regulate temperature,

watching the sunbathing Weddells
many of them have numerous skin wounds. FUppers, armpits, backs, and

but they are densest in sparsely fiarred peripheral

beUies are often covered with bites;

areas such as the

forehmbs and ears. The density of
AVAs in Weddell seal skin is several times greater

open, and bleeding, but most are just small nicks
and scrapes. With a submersible camera developed

mammals, and their disbodywide. With the infi-ared camera we
could observe the sequenrial opening of the AVAs
along the body and the consequent warming of the
sunbathing seals' skin. Slowly the seals turned fi-om

by Randall

bits,

than
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network of blood

keep them from

difler in

from the AVAs in
restrial

A

the thermal image.

shape, comple.^dt\^, density,

young pups,

surface of the water, another seal (bottom) keeps the icy waters

of Queensland

seal

as

then, Weddell seals have

(top)

enjoys a long-awaited chance to breathe. While lying on the

in Brisbane, Australia.

But

Weddell seal

in such land-based
is

October 2003

quickly notices that

. c

W

some

are large,

Davis, a physiologist at Texas

A&M

University in Galveston, our team was able to observe the underwater behavior of the seals, and

soon discovered

how

the

wounds come

about.

After a dive in search of a ineal, seals frequently

Breathing holes

may

in

the ice are small

and

scarce.

When

a seal returns to breathe after a long,

deep

any other seal blocking the way to the air Such bites have little chance to heal
underwater, but the warm Sun may promote healing. Hence sunbathing may be the seals'
indirect response to the scarcity of breathing holes.

dive,

it

battle
ice.

each other for access to breathing holes in the

The

tures

bite

fall

fights

and

become more

intense as tempera-

and cracks freeze shut. It is
seal returning from a prolonged
quick nip on the flippers or belly

ice holes

sunbathing Weddells of the Antarctic had already
discovered the benefits of radiant-heat therapy.

hauling out in the constant sunlight, blood

—

By

—and

the infrared camera readily

and oxygen flows to the injured areas.
That promotes heahng. As the ghostly blue infrared images of submersed seals had shown, the alternative is poor blood flow to the cool skin, and
presumably little chance for wounds to heal.

scars. In one case a male seal
was so badly bitten that he looked as spotted as a
Dalmatian dog, with red, hot wounds covering his

young
their reasons, Weddell
But whatever
are drawn to one of the southernmost

not unusual for a
dive to resort to a

of another
hole.
selves

seal in

When

order to gain access to a breathing

the animals

up onto the

ice,

we

observed hauled them-

so heat

highlighted the battle

seals

and old

body \scc hvi'cr photograph on page 52].
So perhaps the sunbathing behavior of the Wed-

sunbathing beaches on Earth. During the long days

not simply a recreational activity but,

scratching their heads and bellies, their idleness in

entire

dell seals

is

integral to the healing of their many
wounds. In mammals, tissue repair requires the development of a large number of blood vessels and
subsequent heating of the injured area. That component ot healing has recently been the focus of
intense medical research. Heated bandages, radiant-heat dressings, and even laser therapy are all
under investigation to promote tissue repair \n
human patients. It occurred to me, as I watched
rather,

the battle-scarred seals Iving in the Sun, that the

of the Antarctic summer they sleep and yawn,
stark contrast to the lively activir\'

of the remarkable

thermal mechanisms operating just below the

By

late April the

Sim

has sunk

Society mountain range for the

skin.

below the Royal

last

time, drawing

the animals and their icy beach into total darkness

months. It is hard to imagine how the
Weddell seals stay warm and nurse their wounds
during those long, cold, winter nights. The severity of the Antarctic winter will keep lii.',: secret
D
hidden with the seals for now.
for several
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THIS LAND

Fern
Relations
A patch

offorest in

Massachusetts harbors

some shady

By Robert

characters.

Mohlenbrock

H.

Bartholomew's Cobble, looking northward, with the Berkshires

Near

the foot of the Berkshire

alongside the scenic

Hills,

Housatonic River in southwestern Massachusetts,
Natural Landmark

is

known

tholomew's Cobble. In

more than 800

National

a

its

as

Bar-

329

acres

plant species flourish,

including fifty-three species of ferns

and so-called fern allies, one of the
finest such concentrations in the
United States. The "Cobble" part of

name

two

have dehcate-looking,
broad,

and quartz, which get the brunt of
the afternoon sunshine, remain dry
and nearly bare of vegetation.

five species

Found in the shade throughout the
growing season are numerous ferns
and fern allies. All of them are vascular plants that do not form seeds as

large,

"cobblestone").

Bartholomew

name of a

farmed the land
1901. The Trustees of

is

the

fairuly that

until

Reservations, a Massachusetts land
trust that

now owns

the property, ac-

spores,

which

are haploid cells

The

covered in forest dominated by

hemlock. Where the shade
dense, the forest floor

is

is

not too

brightened by

number of flowers, especially in
springtime; in aummn, broadleaved

a

trees

such

as

northern red oak and

sugar maple stand out

amid the ever-

greens, adding splashes of blazing red

and orange. Portions of the rock outcroppings are also forested with hemlocks or other trees, and many plants
find a foothold in the crevices of the

NATURAL HISTORY
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forty-

m

phytes but are defined botanically ac-

cording to various

Fern aUies
a

gamete-producing form, called the
gametophyte. In vascular plants, the
sporophyte is the plant people usually
see and recognize. It gives rise to

added to it in subsequent years
through purchases and donations.
is

About

Batholomew's
Cobble. Fern alHes tend to be less famihar. They often differ from ferns
the appearance of their sporoat

details

of their ga-

which

complicated than that in ferns.

plants, their generations alter-

that contain only

About 70 percent of the landmark

forest.

grow

divided,

many

quired the main parcel in 1946 and

area

denizens of the

much

common

metophyte Hfe

nate beD.veen a spore -producing

refers to

are

flat leaves,

part of their reproductive cycle. Like

form, called the sporophyte, and

from 1833

56

exposed bedrock. Only the west-

ad-

site's

the distance

facing areas of the limestone, marble,

jacent outcroppings of bedrock (think

the

in

—

one from each

of chromosomes in the parent
dispersed spores

grow

two gametes unite

restoring the double

chromosomes
give rise to a

seed

is

—

number of

the resulting cell can

new

merely

a

sporophyte. (A
dormant, embryonic

sporophyte, protected by

a

and suppHed with

of food;

a store

covering

dispersed in this form, the sporo-

phyte can germinate and grow
rapidly

when

Ferns,

conditions are right.)

whose sporophytes

area.

Equisetaceae,

One

of these

usually

is

the

members of which

often referred to

as living fossils:

group dominated
dinosaurs

are

the

terrestrial plant life

Their sporophyte has

tures that give rise to gametes, or sex

When

landmark

pair

plant.

more

into five famihes,

fall

when

into ga-

is

three of which are represented in the

cells

metophytes, small and obscure struccells.

cycle,

roamed the
a

Earth.

jointed, leaf-

stem containing silica, which the
up from the soU. If the
stem is unbranched, the species is
less

plant takes

apdy (but not always) called a scouring rush (American pioneers would
bind bunches of the stems together
and use them to scour pots and pans).
If whorls of very slender branches radiate from each joint, making for a
bushy-looking

plant,

it is

more ap-

propriately referred to as a horsetail.

more

families of fern allies
Bartholomew's Cobble are
the club mosses (Lycopodiaceae) and
spike mosses (Selaginellaceae). Both
T\\'o

found

in

tend to have small leaves that are
or scalelike. Club mosses with

flat

stiff

branches and scalelike leaves are often
called

ground

pines.

of toothwort, trilliuni, and
few spring wildflowers persist, such as doU's-eyes, Solomon's
seal, and false Solomon's seal.
species
violet.

A

Nonephemerals

HABITATS

the

summer

or

false hellebore,

Hemlock

forest

American beech,

Bartholomew's
Cobble

^/^^•\

/„ Detail

bloom during

that

Canada hly,
and species of aster,
are

fall

goldenrod, and sunflower.

basswood, northern red oak, sugar
maple, and white pine, along with the

Moist rock Ferns that

hemlock trees, create a deep shade. In
it grow such ferns as adder's-tongue
fern, bog fern, Christmas fern, crested

moist, moss-covered patches of soil

fern,

Goldie s fern, maidenhair fern,

New York fern,

ostrich fern,

spinulose woodfern.

The

and

delicately

branched woocOand horsetail and two
ground pines (fan club moss and running club moss) also grow here.

Where

woods border

the

the

Housatonic River appear colonies of
cinnamon fern, ostrich fern, and
royal fern, along with the somewhat

large

smaller sensitive fern. Joining these are
three scouring rushes

(common

and water

common,

or

horsetail)

up in

—

plants that usually

bloom no

than the end of May,

0^^_1000
feet

(also called fragile fern), both of
which, in addition to forming spores,

create asexual "bladders"
of tissue that can

grow

—

For visitor information, contact:

Robothann, Property Manager

Sarali

small bits

into a

new

Bartholomew's Cobble

Weatogue Road

plant if they land in a favorable place.

Ashley

Others are maidenhair spleenwort,
two kinds of polypody, and walking

(413)229-8600

fern.

Walking fern

pearance because

is

it

Falls, (VIA

01222

www.thetrustees.org

unferrdike in ap-

has undivided,

narrow, lance-shaped leaves that taper
to a long,

drawn-out

tip.

Where

the

substrate, the tip

forms

roots,

anchor-

face. In this

manner, the fern "walks" across the

field, horsetail.

early April,

CONNECTICUT

bladder fern and brittle bladder fern

ing the plant on the rock

and the

WUdflowers that grow beneath the
canopy include so-called spring
ephemerals

the rock outcroppings include berry

MiSACHUSETTS

point of the leaf touches the mossy

scouring rush, variegated scouring
rush,

grow from very
on

come

rocky surface.

meadow

transparent leaves,

mossy

later

set seeds in

The

delicate spring

spike moss, with nearly
lies flat

surfaces at the base

on moist,
of some of

the rocks.

May or June, and disappear by July.
Among them are Dutchman'sbreeches, spring-beauty, and various

ally" and one of
mosses also commonly known as
ground pines, produces its spores in

Running club moss, a "fern

several club

Exposed rock Crevices in drier
bedrock harbor such ferns as purple

elongated cones.

cliff-brake

and two species of
found here is shining

Woodsia. Also

club moss,

which

has

membrane-Uke

and spore cases hidden at the
base of each leaf, and the spike moss
northern selagineDa, which has short,
needlelike, evergreen leaves. Another
clift-dwellmg plant is yello\\- honeysuckle, whose downwarci arching
stems bear flowers from June through
leaves

August. Wildflowers include bishop'scap,

blue-stem goldenrod, buflalo

currant, hepatica, herb Robert, wild

columbine, and zigzag goldenrod.

Ro/ii'/f

VJaMng

fern

— which looks nothing

growing new plants at the

tips

of

like a typical fern

its

—spreads by

long, slender leaves.

H.Mohleiibwck

is

professor emeritus

of plant biology at Southern
sity in

Illinois

Univer-

Carbcndale.
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REVIEW
more than

—

5 million preschool-age

toU equivalent to the enpopulation of Denmark. The
malnourished children who survive
face a hfetime of impaired physical
and mental development.
Yet global food production is rife
children

a

tire

Enough food

\vith paradox.

avail-

is

human

able today to provide every

being on Earth with more than the
2,350 calories needed daily for a
healthy and active hfe. Even more
paradoxical than the persistence of

hunger amid

plent\r

that

is

center

its

ot gravity occurs in rural areas.

Some

75 percent of those with inadequate
access to food Hve in the countrs^side

of the developing world.

It is

here, in

such areas of rural poverty, that

new

agricultural technology, in particular

biotechnology,

hope

Dorothea Lange, Tractored Out, Childress County, Texas, 1938

for

may

Unfortunately,

Crop

offer the greatest

improvement.
that

hope remains
Biotechno-

largely unreaHzed.

Circles

developments have led, howbumper crop of books aimed
at popular audiences. Two of the latest
additions are Food, Inc.: Mendel to
Monsanto
Tlie Promises and Perils of
the Biotech Harvest, by the journalist
Peter Pringle, and Safe Food: Bacteria,
Biotechnology, and Bioterrorism, by the
logical

ever, to a

Spin notiifithstanding, can

GMfood still save

the world?

By Marc

What

Cohen

nutritionist

good

is

genetically

GM

modified food? Is
tood a savior, an essential
ingredient in any program for ending
world hunger? Or is it a villain, a Trojan horse that, if allowed into the
food production and distribution sys-

on

own. Poverty; in its turn, is
often hnked to pohtical powerlessness, gender discrimination, poor education, and the debUitation resulting
from endemic, untreated disease.
Each year malnutrition in developing
their

countries contributes to the deaths of

In

Marion Nesde.

many ways

biotechnology'

seem made-to-order

would

to address part of

the pHght of small farmers in develop-

ing countries. Agricultural producrivit\'

there remains low,

which

implies

both high unit costs of producing food
and low farm incomes. Many tactors

tem. w-jH poison people and the envi-

contribute to the low productivity:

ronment? Few aspects of everyday Hfe
provoke such sharp disagreement as
the emerging biotechnology- of food.
Yet there is remarkably broad consensus that there is a crisis in world
hunger and about the reasons for it.
Almost ever^^one who has looked seriously at the causes of hunger agrees

losses to pests

that

the

main

factor

is

poverty-.

People go hungr)^ because they lack
money to buy food, or they lack the
land, water, credit, and other resources they need to produce food

58
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Food, Inc. : Mendel

—

to

Monsanto Tlie Promises
and Perils of the Biotech Harvest
by Peter Pringle

Siwon

& Schuster,

The low

\delds that result lead in turn

poor nutrition and

farms, as well as

poverD,-

among

on

the

the people

who depend on such farms for food.
As the circle of poverts' wddens, de-

Safe Food: Bacteria,

Biotechnology, and Bioterrorism
by Marion Nestle

$27.50

acid,

to

2003; $24.00

University of California Press,

and the weather; low soil

and lack of access to fertilizers;
sahnated, or waterlogged soils.

fertility'

2003;

mand

for goods and ser\ices produced
by poor nonagricultural rural households decreases, and urban areas suffer
increased rates of unemployment and
tmderemplo)Tnent.

Agricultural technology alone can-

not address

the

complex economic,

foundations. Public policies, more-

or, occasionally, a

over, played a central role in

crossing with close

social, political,

aging the adoption of the technology.

But the Gene Revolution,
with the development of recombinant

that contribute to

The

DNA technology,

all

and ecological forces
world hunger. And
technology cannot reach its potential
unless it is part of a comprehensive

fruits

encour-

relatives.

of the research were placed
domain.

in the public

transfer genes

between

In contrast, the vast majority of the

made

between

it

possible to

species,

even

and mi-

animals,

plants,

strategy to reduce poverty, enfranchise

research in agricultural biotechnology

croorganisms. Biotechnologists have

low-income people, and protect the

that

is

inserted a gene from a soU bacterium

tion

(as

Gene Revolumany have come to caU it) has

environment.

Still,

research that leads

the basis for the

into corn and cotton, enabling the

to increased productivity can play an

been carried out in the laboratories of

plants to

important role in reducing hunger.
For example, crops could be designed
to resist drought, pests, and diseases;
tolerate salty soil; absorb nitrogen
from the air; and provide a broad
range of added nutritional benefits.
But the potential of biotechnology
for helping reduce hunger has barely

private multinational "hfe sciences"

insecticide.

been tapped. Virtually

processes they develop.

the biotech

all

crops currently on the market are
limited to just two

traits:

herbicide

tolerance and insect resistance.
share of the global

2002

—two-thirds

GM

big

harvest for

of which was in

the hands of U.S. farmers

animal feed or

A

—went

textile fibers.

corporations, based in the industrialized nations.

Having made huge

in-

vestments, the corporations are eager
for profits to

recoup their

costs.

Ac-

cordingly, they seek patents or other

forms of intellectual-property protection for both the products and the

The second
the

Green and Gene revolutions is
former was based on conven-

that the

varieties

—

—

ers; it is

high in beta carotene, which

body converts

to vitamin A. In
developing countries, inadequate vit-

the

A

amin

leads to infectious diseases,

and death for hundreds of
thousands of children each year.

blindness,

big difference between

tional crossbreeding

produce their own natural
Rice containing genes
from daffodils and bacteria labeled
GoldenRice because of its yellow
tint
may soon be available to farm-

among

of a single food-crop

The

two volumes under review

different

address food biotechnology

species.

quite different points of view. Peter

from

into

Com-

mercial soybean farmers in Argentina,

"Richard Corfield's book

whose operations have much more in
common with North American

is

with African
subsistence plots, accounted for another big chunk of the
harvest.
Small farmers in China, India, and
South Africa have begun to grow
large-scale farms than

the fascinating voyage

GM

pest-resistant

Challenger and

her pioneering crew.

GM cotton.

before anyone had heard of

will captivate

interested

foods, the great advance in

in

anyone

the real

life

adventures of science

food production technology was the
introduction of high-yield seeds, the
so-called Green Revolution, which
reached its pinnacle in the the late

and exploration."

—

1970s and early 1980s. The new seeds
boosted global cereal output, though

was generally accompanied
by increasing application of mineral

HMS

of

It

Back
GM

a brilliant account of

Philippe Cousteau, president of the

Philippe Cousteau Foundation

their use

fertiUzers, synthetic pesticides,

and

ir-

rigation water.

There

two big differences,
though, between the Green Revolution and its modern counterpart. The
research and development for the
Green Revolution were carried out

The Silent Landscape
The

Scientific

Voyage of

HMS

Challenger

272

pp., 5-1/2" X 8-1/2"

ISBN 0-309-08904-2

Richard Corfield

$24.95, Hardcover

are

^

To order: Call
full-text,

toll-free

1-888-624-7651

or browse before you buy

searchable version or buy a downloadable PDF online at

From Joseph Henry Press

•

— preview a

>AOVW.nap.edu.

on imprint of The National Academies Press

almost entirely by pubHc-sector research institutions and philanthropic
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Pringle stakes out a middle ground in

highly polarized debate, and ex-

a

how

plores

the technology inight be-

come more

accessible to

poor farmers

tional or organic varieties. (An organic
grower whose crops become crosspoUinated could lose hard-won and lu-

plant genetic diversity.

crative organic certification.)

are

Marion Nestle devotes only
about half of her book to biotechnology

(the rest deals

more

with food safety in

traditional contexts),

and she fo-

cuses her discussion of biotechnology

on the

resistance

to stronger,

by the food industry

more coherent govern-

Among
its

to conserve

the strengths of Food,

clear explanations

Inc.

of the com-

ringle also notes a

P;

well

GM

U.S. patent law has evolved to cover

troubling effect that
food is
having on the tangled politics of
world hunger. European consumers
continue to voice fierce opposition to

GM
is

as

much more

as

the

complex

history of

how

novel plants and even genes. Unfortunately,

though, Pringle ignores the im-

portant precedent set by India's 2001

foods, and the

European LJnion

seed law, which seeks to balance plant

seeking to impose

strict labeling re-

breeders' rights to profit from their in-

quirements on

GM products.

Conse-

novations with farmers' rights to use

she, too, addresses the potential rele-

quently, the leaders of

some develop-

the seed they harvest from the plants

vance of food biotechnology to poor

ing countries are reluctant to adopt

they grow. That model has great bear-

ment

In passing,

safety regulations.

how biotechnology
might benefit poor farmers.

ing on

farmers and consumers in

developing

countries,

her focus

mainly on the

United

is

but

Where Pringle

States.

Pringle's

book

handed

organized

is

how

in

is

even-

showing
have

hi-

food biotechnology, the sto-

jacked the debate over

GM

have gotten major
media attention in the past
few years: the development of

food. Nestle

around the

flash

points of

ries that

GoldenRice; reports that
crops are harmful to

ments on mice

GM

that raised
risks;

and the discovery of
corn poUen in Mexico,

lead-

ing

to

accusations

GM

that

could contaminate natural

William H. Martin, Riding a Giant Corncob to Market, 1908

GM

strains.

both the extreme

which

trumpet their seeds as the salvation of
the starving, and the "environmental
ideologues" who cry "Frankenfood!"
and seek to ban biotechnology alto-

He

rebukes the London-based

food technology, or even accept
food aid that might contain biotech
seeds. Either action, they fear, might

famine-stricken

last year,

Zambia

An

when

rejected U.S.

food aid on just such grounds.
In Pringle's view, though,

GM foods

More

caution wiU be

ever inconclusive, to support

properly managed. But, with those

for a

ban and to justify the destruction of
test plots. At the same time, he condemns executives of the Monsanto
Company, based in St. Louis, Missouri, the leading purveyor of biotech
seeds, for their "arrogance."

For ex-

unwiUingness to

GM

concede that pollen from
crops
could cross-fertilize nearby conven-
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interests.

islative

extreme case unfolded

needed

calls

own

oping countries. Governments of de-

their nation's ability to

export food products to Europe.

willingness to seize on any evidence
of environmental or health risk, howits

s

veloping countries will need to devote

compromise

are here to stay.

cites their

the industry invokes

As Nestle shows, U.S. government
regulators who are supposed to ensure that foods do not threaten public
health or the environment often bend
over backward to accommodate industry. In part, that cozy relationship
is a consequence of the "revolving
door" that moves key people back
and forth between industry and government. Another difficulty is that
regulatory authority is fragmented
across a bewildering spectrum of government agencies and limited by
long-outdated statutes. As Nestle
notes. Congress can change the laws,
but generous campaign contributions
from industry ensure a favorable leg-

environmental group Greenpeace for

ample, he

an unapolo-

"science" as a cover for ad-

claims of biotech companies,

gether.

tains,

it

Pringle takes a balanced approach to
his topic, criticizing

is

As she writes
in her introduction, a major
theme of her book is "the
food industry's promotion of
economic self-interest at the
expense of public health and
safety." In the case of food
biotechnology, she main-

monarch

concerns about health

extreinists

getic partisan.

butterflies; laboratory experi-

60

and maintenance

plex science of plant biotechnology,

in developing countries, particularly
in Africa.

erations

in

developing and deploying

them; genuine
caveats,

risks will

have to be

he thinks the technology may

help reduce hunger.

wiU have

to

To do

so,

industry

be more willing to make

patented technology available to devel-

of their expenditures to
agricultural research. And seed banks
must receive adequate funding for opa greater share

environment.
For Pringle, adequately funded public science would be a saving grace, but
Nestle is skeptical. The department of
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plant and microbial biolog\- at her alma

mater, she wTites, the public

Univer-

ics

have no choice but to demonstrate,

litigate,

on occasion, engage

and,

in

of California, Berkeley, "auctioned
itself' to the Swiss biotechnology' furm
Novartis International AG, headquar-

provocative rhetoric, often dissemi-

The arrangement, she
company to review

Nesde, like Pringle, condemns
of violence that opponents of
biotech have sometimes directed
against test plots and laboratories.)
Nestle devotes a lot of attention to
the globahzation of food safety and
biotechnology. She rightly points out

sity

tered in Basel.

allowed the

states,

research prior to publication and to

negotiate licenses.

The

of GoldenRice, engi-

case

neered by Ingo Potrykus,

a plant bi-

ologist at the Swiss Federal Institute

m

nated quite effectively via the Internet.

how-

(Despite her sympathies,

ever,

acts

Zurich, highlights
of Technology
some of the pitfalls now faced even

that food-safety standards in industri-

by scientists at public institutions,
funded through philanthropic foun-

by another name:
they protect domestic growers bykeeping out competing agricultural
products from developing countries.

dations,

cate

who

web

get caught in the intri-

of

Pringle sho\\-s

corporate

how

patents.

the development

of GoldenRice. which

at first

seemed
malnu-

triumph in the war against
turned into a night- _____
mare snarl of ownership
claims covering dozens of
processes and genes. He
a

alized nations are often

than

more

little

tariff barriers

She also explains how the debate
about labeling has gone global: the
European Union, for instance, is seek-

One

were hardly
their parmer-

sector scientists
to

blame for

oping countries.
One encouraging model may be
the way a
sweet potato was developed in Kenya. A crippling infection known as the feathery mottle
virus can reduce sweet potato yields
by 80 percent. In Kenya, sweet potatoes are grown mainly by poor farmers and eaten by poor consumers, so
the economic implications of creating

GM

a

disease-resistant

department at

potato that

resists

Nestle writes, "auctioned itself"

's

to

a Swiss biotechnology firm.

free

Ucensing

countries were

Commission required
partner with a European

them to
company in order to get public
funds. The company then obtained

from conventional produce, and doc-

umented as to their source.
But Nestles presentation

\\-ould

the exclusive right to market Gold-

by

Food production,

enRice in the industriahzed world,
m exchange for making it available
free of charge to poor farmers in de-

discuss the formal U.S.

veloping countries.

errors

is marred
and omissions. She does not

World Trade Organization
which she repeatedly and incorrectly
the

refers to as a

Europeans

much more

s^Tnpathetic

complaint to

UN

—

agency

that the

com-

are violating global

mercial rules by discriminating against

GM products.

She

than Pringle is to the critics of
food biotechnology-. She argues that

international agreement

they have couched their criticisms in

Biosafety Protocol permits countries

the language of food
larly in

ulatory

the

United

safety,

States,

particu-

because reg-

pohcy has limited debate

strictly to

scientific

and pohtical

—

issues

GM

an

the

food imports because of

concerns about environmental

safety,

fails to mention that the U.S.
government vociferously rejects that

the concentrated

interpretation.

the lack of transparency in decision

making, the corporate resistance to
food labeling that could make consumers better-informed about their
choices
are not on the scientific
agenda. Thus, Nestle maintains, crit-

—
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called

questions. Social

corporate control over biotechnology,

I

to

also writes that
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but she

Like Pringle, however. Nestle does
not reject food biotechnolog)' outright. She, too, regards

alleviating

—

hunger

cism of corporate

upon

as a tool for

tactics.

the industry to

ing 10 percent of

it

despite her criti-

its

She

"tithe.'"

calls

donat-

profits to re-

developing

in

more

such criticism would carry

ing to ha\"e biotech imports separated

is

the feathery

motde virus. Critics have called
Monsanto contribution a public-relations move. But if such

the European

Nestle

sweet potato

vestigators to engineer a sweet

UC Berkeley,

ship with the private sector:

62

GM

had little in common \\-ith. say, the
adoption of herbicide-tolerant soybeans in North America. In particular, biotechnology corporations did
not stand to profit significantly from
such a project. Accordingly. Monsanto
licensed its technology firee of charge
to a publicly flmded instimtion, the
Kenyan Agricultural Research Instimte. That enabled Kenyan in-

^^

trition,

points out that the public-

search into the food needs of devel-

the

less

norm,

weight,

and more research relevant to hunger
be done.
of course, is just
himger puzzle,
and biotechnology is only one part of
food production. For example, people

one piece

in the

must also have access to the food produced yet more than 800 million
people, one in seven worldwide, do
not have ready access to all the food
Ofthey need. According to the
fice for Coordination of Humani-

—

UN

tarian Affairs,

that figure includes

56 million people (more than twothirds of them hving in sub-Saharan
Africa) who need food and other
emergency humanitarian assistance.

Those

figures

actually

represent

an improvement since 1970. Three
decades ago more people went hungry; both in absolute terms (an esti-

mated 959 million) and as a fraction
of the world population (more than
one in every tour people). But the

V
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Those questions, however, don't inmost people. Opponents of the
space program have long pointed out

of progress in reducing hunger

rate

slowed in the 1990s, compared with
the two preceding decades. Leaving

Space, the Final Frontier?

terest

hy Giancarlo Genta and

China (where the number of
the hungry was reduced by 74 niilhon), the number of hungry people
in the rest of the de\'eloping world
actually rose by 50 milhon durmg the
1990s. Hunger is increasingly concentrated m South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa, and in the latter region

Michael

aside

the

By Laurence A. Marschal

Ry croft

Cambridge University

S29.00

pressing problems reto give serious atten-

tion to technologies so far away, both

and time.

in space

The

question mark in the

title of
might have
signaled a third point of view
a critique of the very idea of a cosmic
manifest destiny. But Giancarlo Genta
and Michael Rycroft fail to deHver
much beyond a few "on the other
hand" comments. That's a shame, be-

Space,

number of people lacking access
more than doubled

to adequate food

between 1970 and 1999.
Access to food is hampered by

the Final Frontier?

book

poorly developed markets, environ-

cause their

mental degradation, inadequate roads,

pears at a critical

regimes, theft, and any

isolationist

number of other

factors.

consequences of such

The

economic gro^^th (compounding the
poverty), and malnourished mothers

who

give birth to

Vitamin and mineral

children.
ciencies,

more malnourished

which

afflict

defi-

more than 2

bil-

lion people, likewise lead to Ulness,
lost producrivir\-,
less

premature death, and

prosperous economies. Pohtical

instability,

violence, and hunger go

hand-in-hand.

the recent report

that

Edward

H.

White took the

June

U.S. spacewalk,

R

3,

first

Uke locomotives almost
two cenmries ago, are embodiments of progress, symbols of society's
technical master)- over nature, and so
they

raise a host of questions

about the

misconception

many people

still

die

is

from

outright starvation, or "famine." In
fact,

famine per

se direcdy kills

perhaps

no more than 200,000 people a year,
on average. But the consequences of
hunger, malnutrition, and related disease account for nearly 11 million
deaths a year, a fifth of the deaths from
all causes globally. The scope and complexity' ot the problem of hunger will
unformnately continue to call on the
best minds and noblest hearts among us
for a long time to come.
MarcJ. Cohen
tor

vocal minor-

space business.

the

humanit\' wiH colo-

is

Special Assistant to the Direc-

search Institute, a publicly funded international

agricukural research center that identifies

and an-

alyzes strategies for improving the food situation
in developing countries (www.ifpri.org).
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New World. A less vociferous

jority doesn't

subject

much

debate,

if it

seem

ma-

to have gi\'en the

thought. As a

can be called

result,

that,

the

tends to

be rather lopsided.

Space enthusiasts, who write most
of the science and science fiction on
the subject, take it for granted that,
given enough time, humanity \viLl
spread throughout the galaxs'. To
them, the outstanding questions are
largely technical:

Is it

easier to

IS

it

more economical
to the

Moon? Can

powered rocket

make
again?

it

tow them

to

a

nuclear-

enough fuel to
and back
can the human body and
carr\-

to the nearest star

How

psyche be prepared to
journeys in space?

survi\'e

mission
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gas stoves will heat

(more

in

warmer

up

climates).

to

1500
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.Address

ft.

Our wood-

City/State/Zip

up to 60,000 Btu's/lir,
and burn 12 hours on a load of wood.

stoves will produce

E-Mail

Woodstock Soapstone

soapstone!

Soothing, relaxing fire viewing
What could be more relaxing than the
warm flickering of a crackling fire at the
end of the day? Put your
back, and

let

feet up,

lean

the cares of the day float

up

I

66

.A.irpark
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(Continued from page 19)

bow

across the

If

rists.

at the steady state

CMB

existed, the

it

theo-

would

clearly indicate that the universe

—

had

once been different smaller and hotter
from the way it is today. Thus the
first direct observarions of the

—

CMB

were

nails in the coffin for

the steady

Those observations were
made inadvertently in 1964, by Arno
Penzias and Robert Wilson of BeU
Telephone Laboratories BeU Labs,
for short
in Hokndel, New Jersey.
state theory.

—

—

Litde

more than

a

won

and Wilson

their persistent

decade

later,

background noise in the signal that
go away, and they couldn't

just didn't

Penzias

Nobel Prize for
work (and good luck).
a

how

figure out

to get rid

of

it.

It

seemed to come from every direction, and it didn't change. Finally

perature

they looked inside the antenna, and

in a younger, smaller, hotter universe.

what greeted them was

a flock

nesting pigeons, surrounded by lib-

of

eral deposits

a

ones in "our"

The only

cyanogen radicals a httle more than
our microwaves do. The cyanogen
radicals in distant, and thus younger,
galaxies ought to be exposed to a
warmer cosmic background than the
cyanogen radicals in our galaxy, the
Milky Way. So their cyanogen radicals
ought to live more excited hves than
ours. And they do: the spectrum of
cyanogen radicals in distant galaxies
shows the microwaves to be just the
temperature they should have been at

thing that was

all

over their

fancy horn-shaped antenna yet did-

change was the pigeon poop. So
it out, and sure enough,
the noise dropped a bit. But it still
wouldn't go away. The paper they
published in 1965 in The Astrophysin't

they cleaned

of

tenna temperature."

While Penzias and Wilson were
scrubbing bird droppings off their an-

for

the

task.

suitable

You needed

a

shorter-wavelength detector for

microwaves and

a sensitive

tenna to capture them.

galaxies

Inside the antenna were liberal

weak

If you're

an-

team of physicists at Princeton
by Robert H. Dicke,

University, led

were building
a

you don't want other things
it. Penzias and Wilson
were looking at radio emissions from
the Milky Way galaxy, and they
wanted to pin down the sources of
background interference from the

find the

from what-

So they made an innocent mea-

surement.

They

weren't cosmologists;

they were radio astronomers, unaware

of the predictions by Gamow, Alpher,
and Herman. What they were decidedly not looking for was the cosmic
microwave background.
So Penzias and Wilson made their
observations, and corrected their
data for all the sources of interference they knew about. But there was
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professors,

how-

have the resources of Bell

ever, didn't

Sun, fr-om the center of the galaxy,

a detector specifically to

CMB. The

Labs, so their

—

70

tenna, a

contaminating

ever.

make
is

The

opaque

until

the

left

the

this stuff up.

CMB

the

inter-

was
380,000 years
universe

big bang,

you

so

couldn't have witnessed matter

signals.

terrestrial sources,

can't

the

they will excite

journey to Earth.

its

esting?

after

And Bell

going to send or receive

on

But why

substance: pigeon poop.

signal,

from

You

deposits of a white dielectric

Labs had one: a king-size, hornshaped antenna that could focus and
detect

CMB,

the time the radiation

lengths than microwaves, and so

and transmitters weren't

warmer than

the microwaves are

sponsible for the background noise?

cal Journal refers to the persistent
puzzle as inexplicable "excess an-

the existing receivers, detectors,

assertion

excited by exposure to microwaves. If

to

Back then most wireless
communication was done with radio
waves, which have longer wave-

mind-bending

Could the

most no one had the technology
signals in that part

a

droppings, they wondered, be re-

all

weak

Can such

white dielectric

substance: pigeon poop.

al-

the spectrum.

2.7

be tested? Yup. Turns out that a molecule called the cyanogen radical gets

about microwaves, but

detect

somewhat higher than

degrees Kelvin, because they are Hving

of

the early 1960s physicists

Byknew

away were measuring the temperature
of the cosmic background radiation
for themselves, they should get a tem-

work went a little slower.
The moment Dicke and his colleagues

heard about Penzias and Wilson's
work, they knew they'd been scooped.
The Princeton team knew exactly
what the "excess antenna temperature" was. Everything fit: the temperature, the fact that the signal came from
every direction, and that it wasn't
linked in time with Earth's rotation or
position around the Sun.

taking shape even

you'd been

You

have identified where

sit-

couldn't

the

galaxy

and voids were starting to
form. Before anybody could have
seen anything worth seeing, photons
had to travel, unimpeded, across the
clusters

universe.

The

spot

where each photon began
is where it

cross-cosmos journey

its

smacked into the last electron that
would ever stand in its way. As more
and more photons escaped without
being deflected by electrons, they
created an expanding shell that astrophysicists call the "surface

tering."

B

if

ting front-row center.

That

shell,

of last

scat-

which formed

ecause Hght takes time to reach us

over a period of some 120,000 years,

from

is

distant places in the uni-

where and when the
cosmos were born.

we are actually looking back in
time when we look into space. So if,
while we were watching, the intelli-

the universe had already

gent inhabitants of

alesce.

verse,

a

galaxy

far,

far

first

atoms in

the

By

then, matter in large regions of

Where

begun

to co-

matter accumulates, the

strength of gravity grows, enabling

mysterious pressure that counteracts

more and more matter to gather
snowball effect. Those matter-rich

pand

—

gions seeded the formation of planets,
stars,

and

were

while other regions

galaxies,

left relatively

tons that

empty.

The pho-

scattered off electrons in

last

the coalescing regions developed

forcing the universe to ex-

gravity,

re-

a

different, sUghtly cooler profile as they

faster

than

in English"*

otherwise would.

it

The phrenology exam confirms

that

how

understand

cosmologists

"The best account
of Angkor available

early universe behaved, but

it

the

Michael

demonstrates that most of the unithen and now,

verse,

is

climbed out of the strengthening
rofound

withstanding, today,

.

we
When
CMB

astrophysicists

in detail

Focus," by Charles

find that

it's

[see

map

the

"Sharper

Lm, May 2003],

we

not completely smooth.

It

has spots that are shghtly hotter or
slightly cooler

than average, by one

hundred-thousandth of a degree. We
know what matter looks like today
because
ters,

we

see galaxies, galaxy clus-

and galaxy

ure out

how

superclusters.

To

those systems arose,

fig-

we

probe the cosmic microwave background, a remarkable reHc of the remote past. Studying its patterns is like
doing cosmic phrenology: feehng the

bumps on

the "skull" of a youthful

universe to infer
as

its

an infant but also

behavior not only
as a

senior citizen.

The most detailed map of the CMB
ever made is the survey unveiled this
past February by the Wilkinson Mi-

of ignorance not-

areas

never be-

as

cosmology has an anchor. The
CMB is the vestige of a portal through
which everything we are made of once
passed: the surface of last scattering.
fore,

mythology. But
mapping of the

was the detailed

it

CMB

cosmology's place

at

that secured

the table of ex-

perimental science.

Cosmologists have plenty of ego:
how else could they have the audac-

quickly

ogy

From

that the relative

compare, for instance, the distribution

of sizes and temperatures of the warm
and cool areas. From that comparison
the strength of gravity in the early

matter

accumulated.

amounts of or-

dinary matter, dark matter, and dark

energy in the universe can be calculated (the percentages are 4, 23,

and

and from those pertell whether or not
the universe will expand forever.
Ordinary matter is what everyone
is made of. It exerts gravity and can
absorb, emit, and otherwise interact
with light. Dark matter, however, is a

73, respectively),

centages

it's

ity to

verse into being?

WMAP

that

so

many

other sciences

some
dreamed up
before there were enough data to deenjoy.

But

of the

tall tales

clare

them

Yes,

it

will also dispatch
theorists

latest archaeological finds to

bring to

Khmer

cosmology has come

Cambodia. Long interested in
Old
and New World civilizations.

Coe has visited
Southeast Asia many times
while researching this book.
Professor

*"A panoramic

to the latest finds."

— Ben Kieman, author of
TIte

Astrophysicist Neil deGrassc Tyson
P.

Planetarium

Rose Director of
in

New

is

.

York City. Videotapes of

a dozen of his lectures,

under the

title

"My

Favorite Universe," were recently released by

Teaching

is

a

peared

in

.

.

essential reference."

-John H. Stuhbs,^VVoTid
Monuments Fund

the

the Haydeii

twelve are based on essays that have ap-

Dark energy

Pol Pot Regime

"Fresh and insightful portrayals
of aspects of the culture that
an
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130

Frederick

Cambo-

tour of
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$39.95 cloth

the

way.

the extraordinary

of age.

.4//

known

life

civilization of ancient

the comparative study of

easy to

but does not interact with Ught in

any

Michael D. Coe draws on the

fantasies.

mysterious substance that exerts gravity

CIVILIZATION

can be learned
about the universe both before and
after its Hght was set firee.
The simple discovery of the cosmic
microwave background turned cosmology into something more than

universe can be inferred, and thus

data enable astrophysicists to

AND THE KMMLR

surface, a great deal

how

WMAP

(WMAP).

ANGKOR

From the fascinating physical processes
whose traces are imprinted on that

deduce what brought the uniBut the new era of
modern, observational cosmology
data may
ushered in by the
call for a more modest, less freewheeling stance among its practitioners. For each new observation,
each morsel of data, wields a doubleedged sword: it continues to build
the kind of foundation for cosmol-

crowave Anisotropy Probe
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Petra: Lost City

of Stone
October

2003-

18,

July6, 2004
the red sand-

Literally carved from
stone
ley

cliffs in

is

now mostly

the Jordan

Rift Val-

the ancient city of Petra.
in ruins.

Petra: Lost City of

Stone, opening at the American

seum

of Natural History

Mu-

on October

18, 2003, tells the story of this thriving
metropolis at the crossroads of the

ancient world's major trade routes and
of the technological virtuosity that al-

lowed

and maintain a

city in the

harsh desert environment. Developed
in

collaboration with the Cincinnati Art

Museum and

presented under the paQueen Rania

tronage of Her Majesty
of Jordan, Petra

is

the

first

major cul-

between Jordan
and the United States and the most
complete portrait ever mounted on
the amazing yet enigmatic city of
Petra and its people.
"With its complex intermingling of
nature and culture," said Museum

tural collaboration

President Ellen

V. Putter,

"the fascinat-

ing story of Petra mirrors the very

work

and mission of the Museum. For more
than 130 years, our curators have
studied relationships between nature
and humanity. Understanding how the
underpinnings of other cultures

flour-

and how they grow and spread
has perhaps never been more relevant

ish,

than

it

extraordinary wall mosaics that decorated
Petra's Byzantine basilica.

founders, the Nabataeans,

its

to build

This rare and delicate glass mosaic fragment
of a man's Inead formed a part of the

is

today, as

we embrace

challenges and opportunities of
in a truly global community."

the

living

Petra: Lost City of Stone features

approximately 200 exceptional ob-

jects

on loan from collections

in

Jor-

dan and Europe, many on view
the

first

time

in

for

the United States, and

from collections

in

the United States.

Stone sculptures and reliefs, ceramics, metalwork, stuccowork, ancient inscriptions, and a selection of some 25
19th-century paintings, drawings,
prints will

and

be displayed alongside

chitectural sections from several

ar-

of

Petra's famous monuments.
First conceived by the Cincinnati

Museum

1994, Petra: Lost City
organized by the
been
has
Stone
of

Art

in

American Museum of Natural History
and the Cincinnati Art Museum. The
American Museum of Natural History
has been renowned for more than 1 30

For the

first

time since antiquity, the two

original halves of this important

statue

will

be united

Nabataean

for the exhibition Petra.

This image, taken several years ago. shows
the authentic upper half of the statue (in the
collection of the Cincinnati Art Museum)
together with a cast of the lower portion of the
original, which resides in Amman, Jordan.

representing

many

cultures

and

his-

years as a leader in archaeological
fieldwork and research, and has a

torical periods, including the most extensive and important collection of

long tradition of presenting exhibitions

Nabataean artworks outside Jordan.
CAM'S Nabataean collection was excavated in 1937 at the site of Khirbet
Tannur and was originally divided betvreen American and Jordanian au-

complex cultural and
The Cincinnati Art
Museum (CAM), one of the oldest and
most important visual arts institutions
in the United States, has an extraordinarily rich permanent collection

that illuminate

scientific issues.

thorities.

This exhibition

will

reunite the

two collections, which contain some

The co^fTE^^s of these pages are provided to Natural H/stdaybythe American Museum of Natural

History.

taean

taean goddess, resides
collection, while the bottom

istry

the National Archaeological

most important works of Nabaart extant. The Jordanian Minof Tourism and the Department

of the

of Antiquities,

can Center

Research

for Oriental

Amman, have
opment

as well as the Ameriin

assisted with the devel-

of this project. After

its

pre-

in

Amman,

halves of

Jordan.

CAM'S

dent,

held at

vision of Anthropology at the

in
is

Museum
two

Petra, the

In

this intriguing

piece

be

will

reunited as a complete statue for the
first

time

1,500 years.

in

second century
through the second century a.d.,
From

the

—

prospered

estimated that

is

it

was as

height, the city

B.C..

Petra
at

its

large as lower

Manhattan, with a population of more
than 30,000. As the

city

grew

to link far-

flung regions of the ancient world, a

merging occurred

cultural

that

pressed through the unique

and

is

ex-

style of art

architecture found at the

site,

rep-

resenting the heterogeneous nature of

A massive earthquake
much

society

its

A.D.

363, however, destroyed

Petra.

Although

in

of

made

power, sits atop a thunderbolt, an ancient

symbol

of tfie fieavens

and

of the

disuse,

Museum

miere at the American
Petra

Natural History,
other

of

travel to

venues throughout the United

CAM.

States including

Among

the highlights of Petra: Lost

Stone

be several imporarchitectural pieces, such as a

City of
tant

will

will

sculpted garland frieze from a major

temple

at Petra,

a sculpted window

frame from a private

Petra possible

in

life

and

political

and

into

fell

in

eventual

abandonment

religious

the ancient world led to the
of the city in

the seventh century a.d.

The

was then

city

"lost" to

Western-

European explorers rediscovered it. In 1812, Swiss
explorer Johann Ludwig Burckhardt
reawakened European knowledge of
the

until

a series

existence after more than

site's

1,000 years. The theme of European
rediscovery of the ancient

site also will

from the zodiac, and a

limestone pulpit from a sixth-century

Frederic Church, including Church's

Byzantine church. Key masterworks

large-scale

ing figures

will

include a monumental limestone

head of a Nabataean male deity, a
seated sandstone cult statue of a
storm god, a life-size cast bronze
statue of the

goddess Artemis, and a

marble head

of

One

a

Roman

notable display

emperor.

will

unite

two

halves of a sculpture believed to have

been broken during an earthquake

oil

painting of the

famous

Petra remains a source of

deep

fas-

Western visitors, with its
savage beauty and natural grandeur,
its desolate setting, the mystery and
cination for

splendor of
tural ruins,
its cliff

its

rock-carved architec-

and the variegated color

of

faces.

"Petra

is

one

of the world's

most
com-

The top

bining an extraordinary natural land-

which de-

12 signs of the zodiac sur-

rounding a bust

of

Tyche, a Naba-

setting using artworks, pho-

ments

to

in this

ancient

beauty
In

New

tell

the fascinating story of
city

work

of the

of

its

people."

York, Petra: Lost City of

by Banc

possible

life

using the eloquent

Stone

is

made

of America Securities

and

Con

Edison.

Ttie

American /Vluseum of Natural History also
acknowledges the generous support

gratefully

of Lionel

I.

Pincus and

This exhibition

is

HRH Princess Firyal.

organized by the American

New York, and the
Museum, under the patronage
of Her ti/lajesty Queen Rania Al-Abdullah of the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. Air transportation generously provided by Royal Jordanian.
t\/luseum of Natural History,

Cincinnati Art

COMPANION EXHIBITION
The Bedouin

of Petra

2004
Ronay's
evocative color photographs taken
between 1986 and 2003 document
the Bdoul group of five sedentary
Bedouin tribes living around the
18,

2003-July

6,

Vivian

archaeological

scape and monumental

sites,

site

of

Petra

in

Jordan.
This exhibition

is

made

possible by the

generosity of the Arthur Ross Foundation.

PANEL DISCUSSION
The Petra Siq
Sunday 10/19, 2:00 p.m.
Petra's remarkable hydraulic sys-

tem, designed over 2,000 years
ago, transformed a semi-arid land

a lush environment. The same
that challenged the

conditions

spectacular archaeological

of the sculpture,

as-

impressive natural and

this

tographs, and actual architectural ele-

into

Treasury (1874).

and separated some 1,500 years ago.
picts the

human

Museum.

many

of

be explored through paintings, drawings, and prints by David Roberts,
William Bartlett, Edward Lear, and

a portion of

villa,

a monumental temple fagade featur-

pects of

Photojournalist

changes

ers

Curator, Di-

"The exhibition re-creates

October

storms they

produce.

and

Petra

it

This eagle, a Nabataean symbol of celestial

of Science,

partially revived after

was no longer the economic
powerhouse had been. Much of the
technological infrastructure that had

that,

Dean

buildings,"

said Craig Morns, Senior Vice Presi-

Nabataeans complicate conservatoday
In this panel discussion, Aysar
Akrawi and Ma'an Huneidi of the
Petra National Trust, and Douglas
C. Comer of Cultural Site Research
and Management, will illustrate
how archaeology and satellite imagery have influenced conservation measures at Petra.
tion efforts at the Petra site

EXHIBITIONS
The Butterfly Conservatory
Opens October 1
The butterflies are back! Mingle with
more than 500 live, free-flying tropical
butterflies in

an enclosed tropical

AND CHILDREN'S
PROGRAMS

LECTURES

FAMILY

Curators' Lecture:
Milstein Family Hall of

Ocean

It's

a Wild, Wild World

Live animal presentations

Melanie Stiassny and Mark Siddall

hands-on workshops.

describe the spectacular renovation of

Saturday, 10/11:

Ocean

the Milstein Family Hall of

habitat.

Life

Thursday, 10/9, 7:00 p.m.

Life.

and

Raptors: Birds of Prey
Saturday, 10/18:

The

Conservatory

Butterfly

througii the

is

made possible

generous support of Bernard and

Anne Spitzer.

Sea Dragons:

The World of Reptiles

Predators of Prehistoric Seas

Wednesday,

10/22, 7:00 p.m.

Richard

discusses the

Ellis

lives,

Vietnam:

deaths, reproductive habits, and

Journeys of Body, Mind & Spirit
Through January 4, 2004
This comprehensive exhibition

hunting strategies of the giant marine

presents Vietnamese culture

in

reptiles of the

Mesozoic

era.

Watch Out! Meteorites
on the Big Screen
Sunday, 10/26, 2:00-3:30 p.m.
Clips from classic science fiction
films illustrate the

myths and

realities

of meteorite impacts.

the

HAYDEN PLANETARIUM

early 21st century.

Programs
Organized by the American
Natural History.

New

York,

Museum of

Virtual Universe:

and the Vietnam

Museum of Ethnology.

Hanoi. This exhibition

and related programs

are

Orion Nebula
Tuesday, 10/7, 6:30-7:30 p.m.

made possible by

the philanthropic leadership of the

Redefine your sense

Freeman
this

Foundation. Additional generous funding

provided by the Ford Foundation
collaboration

"home" on

space.

for the

between the American Museum

of Natural History and the Vietnam
of Ethnology Also supported

by

Endowment for the

Celestial Highlights:

Museum

Another Eclipse!

the Asian

Cultural Council. Planning grant provided

the National

of

monthly tour through charted

by

Tuesday, 10/28, 6:30-7:30 p.m.

Ricfiard Ellis

Humanities.

Find out what's up

November

Curator's Lecture:

in

the

sky.

Arthur Ross Hall of Meteorites

Denton

S.

Ebel

will

discuss

21st-

century perspectives on the oldest
rocks

in

I'

Celebration of Space:

Thursday, 10/23, 7:00 p.m.

the solar system.

Far Out: Space Probes as

Landscape Photographers
Monday, 10/20, 7:30 p.m.
panel of scientists, photographers, philosophers, and poets

A
The Extraordinary Sea Voyages
Experience the sights

and sounds

of

a bustling

of Captain

Tuesday

James Cook

10/28, 7:00 p.m.

Thomas
Captain James Cook to life.

Anthropologist Nicholas

Vietnamese
Marketplace
and sample traditional
foods at Cafe Pho.
Through January 4. 2004

77th Street Lobby, first floor

brings

discuss the

on the

art

role of planetary

and

politics of the

will

images

human

condition.

A Weather

Report from
an Extrasolar Planet

WORKSHOP
Animal Drawing

Monday

8 Thursdays, 10/2-11/20,
7:00-9:00 p.m.

With Dimitar Sasselov, Harvard-

An

10/27, 7:30 p.m.

Smithsonian Center

intensive after-hours drawing

course

among

the

Museum's famed

dioramas and dinosaurs.

The coi^tents of tviese pages are provided to Natural History by the American Museum of Natural

History.

for Astrophysics.

The Rose Center:

Courses
Stars, Constellations,

Envisioning the Virtual Universe

and Legends
5 Wednesdays, 10/15-11/19,

5 Tuesdays, 10/14-11/18,

6:30-8:00 p.m.

Tours and hands-on control of the

Starry Nights:
Live Jazz

6:30-8:30 p.m.

Friday. 10/3,

5:30 and 7:00 p.m.

seasonal constellations.

generated cosmos.

Rose Center

for

Using a Telescope

SPACE SHOWS

The Paqulto

4 Mondays, 10/20-11/10,

The Search for Life:
Are We Alone?

D'RIvera
Quintet

Learn to locate and identify

Hayden

tine

6:30-8:30 p.m.
Ideal for those

who have a telescope
how to use this

but are not sure

Planetarium's computer-

and Space

Earth

Narrated by Harrison Ford
The 5:30 perform-

it,

Passport to the Universe
Narrated by Tom Hanks

course covers the basic functioning
of telescopes.

ance
cast

be broad-

will

live

on

WBGO

Jazz 88.

Introduction to

Look Up!

Astronomy

6 Mondays, 10/20-11/24,

Saturday and Sunday, 10:15 a.m.

Starry Nights

6:30-8:30 p.m.

(Recommended

is

Designed for those with no background in astronomy, mathematics,

5 and under)

or physics.

LARGE-FORMAT FILMS

ages

made possible

by Lead Sponsor
Verizon

and

Associate Sponsors

the

In

Stars: Binaries

for children

and Clusters

I

Samuel

J.

and

CenterCare

Ethel LeFrak

Plan

l-iealth

and WNBC-TV.

MAX® Theater

6 Thursdays, 10/23-12/11,

STOMP Odyssey

6:30-8:30 p.m.

Pulse: a

Explore single stars, binary stars,

Last chance! Closes October 10.

star clusters,

and galaxies

to find out

what the study of these objects can
tell us about the universe.

India:

Opens

A

Member of the
American Museum

Become

Kingdom of the Tiger
10/11

of Natural History

glorious tribute to this magnificent

land and

its

greatest

the mighty Bengal

ambassador

tiger.

As a Museum Member you will be
among the first to embark on new
journeys

Coral Reef Adventure
A fantastic underwater journey

world
to

document some of the world's most
beautiful
and most threatened

—

a

to

and

humanity
•

reefs.

explore the natural

the cultures of
You'll enjoy:

Unlimited free general admission
to the

Museum and

i

INFORMATION
212-769-5100 or
www.amnh.org.
Call

special

and discounts on

exhibitions,

Space Shows and IMAX®
visit

•

Discounts

in

restaurants,

the

Museum

films

Shop,

and on program

tickets

Nebula

N44C

TICKETS AND REGISTRATION
Call

Foundations of Science:
Archaeo/Ethno-Astronomy

www.amnh.org. A service charge

6 Thursdays, 10/16-11/20,

may

9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., or

them.

Free subscription to Natural
History magazine and to

visit

Rotunda, our newsletter

apply.

•

Invitations to

Members-only
and

special events, parties,

6:30-8:30 p.m.

Cosmologies from diverse societies
and the symbolism associated with

•

212-769-5200, Monday-Friday,

exhibition previews
All

programs are subject

to

change.
For further information,

769-5606 or

visit

call

212-

www.amnh.org.

OUT THERE
far more complisum of their parts. The

Molecules are
cated than the

The

bonds between the individual atoms
aren't as rigid as the sticks and balls of
chemistry models suggest. Underinflated beach baUs held together by

Not

Salt

bedsprings

of the Earth

make

a better analogy;

molecules are wobbly constructions,
spinning, and
As a consequence, they can
absorb and emit radiation, just as single atoms can
and it is their radia-

constantly flopping,
flexing.

Throughout the Egg Nebula, astrochemists have
detected

—what

—sodium

else?

—

tion-emitting property that enables

chloride.

astronomers to find them.

By Charles

Their structural complexity, howall that flopping, spinning, and
flexing
ends up complicating their

—

ever

Liu

—

spectroscopic signatures,

most

IRC

with bubbly concoctions. A select
group of chemists, however, rarely
handle flasks of foul-smeUing fluids.

+10216, in the constellation Leo.
Now, though, a team led by Jaime L.
Highberger, an astrochemist at the
University of Arizona in Tucson, has
reported the discovery of a sprinkling
of salt in a cloud of gas and dust

Instead, telescopes are their glassware,

named CRI. 2688,

Chemistry,
means

to

test

of

us,

Bunsen

tubes,

burners, and beakers filled

and the

stars,

their crucibles.

study astrochemistry

—

the

They

creation

roughly oval shape and

end of

its

and transformation of molecules and

the

compounds in the universe.
The astrochemical laboratory

for a bird, the cloud has
is

the

tail

known

as

the

of

solitary elements.

its

named

Figuring out

floating

stick together.

of colliding are infinitesimal.
if atoms do coUide, they
have too much kinetic energy

gaseous atmosphere.

to stick.

Instead, molecules have to

form on the

salt
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surfaces of dust

There the coLhsions are
likely enough, and the environment is quiet enough, for
chemical reactions to take
place. Atoms need to land on a
grain, meet, and create a molecular bond. Then, the newly
grains.

pound,

our blood, not to mention the
massive veins of the stuff in the
Earth. Beyond our solar system,
though, it had, untU recently,
been detected in only one
place: in the vicmity of a dying,
carbon-heavy star known as

The atoms just bounce

off each other and keep going.

chemists

our oceans, our food, and

In most cases,

Even

Take ordinary table salt. A
union of a single sodium atom

ates

Free-

interstellar gas

such concentrations of atoms
are so rarefied that the chances

outside a rock-iron planet with

call the comsodium chloride) is
ubiquitous on Earth: it perme-

atoms in

clouds can't just collide and

planet practically never occur

as

(and where) vari-

tecting their presence.

on Earth. Conversely, many
compounds common on our

(or,

how

ous kinds of molecules might form in
space is even trickier than de-

Egg Nebula.

extreme-temperature environment people colloquially
call outer space. In space, atoms
can combine to form molecules one can't ordinarily find

atom,

in

cialized radio telescopes.

long been

less,

v^dth a single chlorine

top of that,

open space,
glow is a cold one, generally in
the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum, where wavelengths
are thousands of rimes longer than they
are for visible light. To see them, astrochemists must focus on them with spe-

hyperrarefied, mostly "weight-

a thick,

On

their

position at

a constellation

harder to interpret than the spectra

when molecules "glow"

in the constellation

Cygnus, the swan. Because of

making them

far

Clouds of dust and gas that make up the Egg Nebula,
here as roughly circular arcs, are sloughed off

outward puffs from an aging, central
visible, at

in

star (positioned,

the center of this image) that

is

visible

a series of

but not

transforming

itself

from a red giant into a white dwarf. The colors of the image
are not true colors, but instead represent various angles of
polarization that are

imposed on the

starlight as

it

passes

through the dust. Astrochemists surveying the clouds' dust

and complex molecules have found ordinary table

among

the gaseous

compounds

there.

salt,

NaCI,

formed molecule needs

to float

off the grain back into space.
It

turns out that almost aU

the free-floating molecules in

space are extremely simple ones: ei-

it.

monox-

ther hydrogen gas or carbon

For heavier and more complex
molecules, though, aging stars, replete with larger atoms, are an ideal
place to look. Stars of about the same
mass as our Sun (but older) go
through a red-giant phase before bedwarfs.

The

that the

Egg Nebula

of a red giant slough off in a series
of outward puffs of gas, forming a
a system of rings
planetary nebula

more than just

and loops of glowing gas around the

about

ers

The

—

star.

The

such

a star

planetary nebula around
is

rich in dust grains as well

heavy elements, and

as

is

m

salt

the

leagues looked at
last

CRL

2688,

stages

THE SKY

from the

it

should

all

central

—

observed, a puzzle
this

vaporized

salt

How

at magnitude -3.9, chases the
throughout October. As seen from

latitudes, the planet sets thirty
1st;

ing days and Venus'

by the

31st,

star.

On

minutes

young

crescent

it

ap-

Moon.

Mars, shining in the constellation Aquarius, crosses

its

highest point in the sky about three to four hours after

dimmed

few weeks! As its
distance from Earth increases from 42 to 58 million miles
during October, Mars fades to less than half its earlymonth splendor, from magnitude —2.1 to —1.2.
it

Jupiter

is

salted;

the

scrambled and

it's

Charles Liu

is

an

has

fried, too.

astrophysicist at the

Planetarium and a research

all

College in

New

Sun

a-half hours before the

rise
is

scientist at

Haydeii

Barnard

York City.

at

the beginning of the

than four-and-a-half hours before sun-

on Halloween.

On

morning of the 22nd Jupiter
waning crescent Moon.

the

well to the right of the

Saturn, in the constellation

Gemini,

rises

out of the north-

beginning of the
month; by the time the hobgoblins and ghouls are out and
about on the 31st it is rising less than four hours after suneast

about

five

hours

after sunset at the

Saturn's rings continue to be a spectacular sight, even

On the night of the 16th Saturn
Moon in the east-northeastern
Moon shifts far east of the planet.

a small telescope.

appears to hover above the
sky;

by the 17th the

The Moon reaches first quarter on the 2nd at 3:09 P..M.
and waxes fuU on the 10th at 3:27 A.M. Traditionally the

Moon is known as the
wanes
to last quarter on the
Moon
The
Hunter's Moon.
arrives on the 25th
new
K4oon
and
the
8:31
a.m.,
18th at

in the past

at

Moon

following the Harvest

8:50 A.M.

"Fall

back" in

much

of Canada and the United

daylight saving time ends

between

The king of

has

month and more

full

How

model is corEgg Nebula isn't just

observed. If the

is

rect, I'd say

the planet sets about

the evening of the 26th

pears just to the right of a very

after

because of both shorten-

own movements,

result-

By Joe Rao

through

sunset.

that

survived?

set.

across the sky

an hour after our

a

At

salt is clearly

arises:

Sun

Sun on the

star.

OCTOBER

IN

The

stir

are undetectable to

Venus, shining brilliantly

the

stuff.

would

up cold gas
The heat would trigger

have condensed into

which

Always hasty. Mercury makes a brief
appearance before dawn early this
month, rising just above the dueeastern horizon. It soon disappears
into the glare of the Sun and reaches
superior conjunction (on the other
side of the Sun as seen from the
Earth) on October 25th.

midnorthern

newer material would ultimately

crash into the older

should be so

salt

astrochemists. Since the

a star in

drift

and reheat it.
a new wave of molecule formation,
and produce the glowing gaseous salt

solid grains,

of red gianthood and
the planetary nebula forming around
the

they

layers,

varying times and speeds.

stars.

cold

why Highberger and her col-

outer

its

at

ing shock wave

such distances the

molecular bonds.
That's

the

make new
Highberger's observations show

trillion miles

breaks the delicate

salt

Perhaps tempera-

providing raw materials to

roughly spherical layers more than

it

yet.

shortly after a slower-moving layer,

stars recycle their contents,

build

enough energy to
compounds. But the nebula is

that astronomers

fast-moving layer puffs outward

If a

Egg

heat can provide

not so hot that

outward

gives important information

how

sheds

star

that the free-floating salt occurs in

internal

its

its

work

a search for curiosities.

distribution of

Nebula

space has
the

is

tures have to be much colder before
soUd salt can form.
Highberger and her colleagues suggest another scenario. As the central

evidence

is salty.

Finding molecules in
own rewards, but

outer lay-

enough

well

radio telescope at Pico Veleta, Spain,

they found unmistakable

possibility

simply don't understand gaseous

IRAM

zona, and with the thirty-meter

ide.

coming white

One

Observing with the twelve-meter

radio telescope at Kitt Peak in Ari-

1

States, as

on Sunday, the 26th; the hour

a.m. and 2 A.M.

is

offtcialiv repeated.

the heavens meets the king of the jungle:

in the constellation Leo.

It rises

about two-and-

Unless othcnvise noted,

all

times arc

i

Davli'jht Time.
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& Cues

Pees
By Ryan

C. Taylor

academic

My

life

at

the University of

came to a cross"Buck" Buchanan

Louisiana in Lafayette
roads the day Bn.'ant

placed a squirrel treefrog (Hyla

sqtiirella)

in

my hand.

In the blink of an eye, the small green frog shpped

from my grip and rocketed across the lab, lea\dng a
puddle in my palm. Somehow, in midflight, it
latched onto some metal shehing with one foot and
hung on for dear hfe. In my astonishment all I could
do was ^^-ipe oft what was left on my hand.
Until that moment I had been a gung ho fish guy,
planning a research career in marine biolog)". But for
some reason I tound the treefrog experience so
amusing that when Buck oftered me the chance to
study the creamres with him, I accepted on the spot.
Our aim was to find out why treefrogs so frequently
do just \\ hat my Httle guy had done to me: dump
their bladder ^^-ater

A

few days

me

later

when

they feel threatened.

Buck brought me

into the field

our research subjects. Wading through fronds of chest-high dwarf
palmettos in the dense underston.? of a hardwood
forest in St. Landry parish, we talked about the fi'ogs
and our approach to the project. I had already seen
to get

better acquainted

\\-ith

no bigger than most car-alarm remotes: about an inch and a quarter, on average,
that they are

from snout

Daytime conditions in their
United States are
warm and often baking. Hence, by day, squirrel
to cloaca.

native habitat in the southeastern

treefrogs nestle into dense vegetation,

themselves

against a leaf

flat

under the body,

to

expose

the drving effects of the

and tucking

pressing
their feet

as Httle skin as possible to

But, I learned, such a
water-conserving posture is not always enough to
prevent dehydration. That's why the frogs take the
added precaution of storing water in their bladders,
in the

form of dilute

air.

urine.

The

bladder water

is

es-

sential to their sur\ival.

Yet even in the dry season, from September to
treefrogs often dump their precious
bladder water when potential predators approach

An amphibian

hghtening

charmer, Hyla squirella

its

load, thereby increasing the distance

it

could jump? Buck and I decided to find out.
Our first step was to measure how much bladder
water squirrel treefrogs retain. By weighing adult

and then empty bladders, we found
makes up, on average, 14 percent
ot the animal's entire body weight. To our amazement, one treefrog was storing 59 percent of its
total body weight as bladder water
the equivalent
of a 175-pound man whose bladder is holding more
than twelve gallons of water.
Our next step was to test the frogs' jumping. We
weighed each frog as soon as it rehydrated, and
then let the animals loose one by one inside a plastic-lined "arena." Some of the frogs
apparently
those that were more skittish
dumped their bladders; others didn't. But they all jumped, either
males with

frill

that bladder water

—

—

—

a gentle prod. We then meajumps and weighed them again. Our
showed that the frogs with empty bladders

spontaneously or after
sured their
data

jumped

nearly 20 percent farther than the frogs

with fuU ones.

By the end of our study I reaHzed that, when
danger threatens, treefrogs face a potenrially Ufe-altering decision: To pee, or not to pee. By jettisoning their bladder water, they gain an advantage in
getting out of harm's way, but at the likely cost of
dehydration. I also reahzed that, Hke the frogs, I,
too, faced a hfe-altering choice. I could continue
down the road to marine biology; or stick with my
newfound amphibian friends. Let's just say I never
really

recovered from the treefrog experience.

November,
that

much

rience.

80

^^as

evident from

Could dumping
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PEOPLE DO NOT DECIDE TO BECOME EXTRAORDINARY.
THEY DECIDE TO ACCOMPLISH

EXTRAORDINARY THINGS
On May

men

1953

to stand

of Sir

in

29,

at 11:30 a.m.. Sir

on the summit

Edmund's journey.

Fifty

Hillary

and Sherpa Tenzing IMorgay became the

of Mt. Everest. But the top of the

years

the construction of 27 schools,

for the people oKlMepal.

Edmund

later, his

two

He may have

first

mountain was just the beginning

perpetual pursuit of things once imagined has resulted

hospitals, medical clinics, bridges

left his footprint

imprint on the world. Proving once again that

and freshwater pipelines

on a mountain, but he put

some people

his indelible

are just destined to rise to the top.
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